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plementation of the Air Force Installation Restoration Pro-
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expressed herein are those of the contractor and do not
necessarily reflect the official views of the publishing
agency, the United States Air Force or the Department of
Defense.

Copies of this report may be purchased from:

National Technical Information Service
5285 Port Royal load
Springfield, Virginia 22161

Federal Gomarnment agetces and their contractors registered
with Defense Technical Information Center should direct
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A. BACGROUND

1. Radian Corporation was retained on 22 December 1983 to conduct

the Reese Air Force Bae (RAIn) Installation Restoration Pro-

gri Phase I Records Search under Contract No. F08637-83-

G0008-5000, with funds provided by the United States Air
/ ~ ~~Force. " '

f tt I Z ~QVPN 8 kplas Do6 policy, which is o ant y and

fully evaluate suspected problems associated with past
ohzardous waste managemt practices on DoD facilities and

to control the migration of hazardous constituents from such

3. To Implement the DoD policy, a four-phase Installation Resto-

ration Progri (IRi) has been directed. Phase I, the records

search, is the identification of potential probles. Phase

1I, if required, (sot pert of this contract) consists of

follow-on f eld work to deteraine the extent and magnitude

of coatmisat migration. Phase II1, if required (not part

of this contract) consists of technology development (research

and developmen effort only when required). Phase TV, If

reaired (not part of this contract), is the development and

Implementation of selected remedial actions*

4. The Reeoe All Phase I records search Included a detailed

review of pertimet Installatioa records; contacts with 6

represestattves of local sad regional reulatory agencies,

ad with 2 Tem* Tech Umvere ty faculty members; and en on-

site visit coaltcted by Redin Much 12 trough 16, 1964.

owi" the base VLi0t, interiews were conducted with 24

poat sod PresesNt Inawtlatim O ases end pond tre of

Isl I~lll ,I  Il~i
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installation facilities and all identified sites of potential

environmental contamination were accomplished. A supplemen-

tal search of installation records was conducted to fill

data gaps identified during preliminary data review. An

additional visit was conducted on April 15, 1984.

tB MAJOR FINIDINGS Iv r% CL 

(1) Since 1941, many hazardous and potentially hazardous wastes

have been generated by industrial shop operations at Reese

AFBI. Waste oils, solvents, detergents, paint residues, etc.,

.r-fom the flightline shops drain to the storm sewer, flow

through an oil/water separator and are ultimately discharged

to the Industrial Waste Lake. Although this practice con-

tinues to the present day, current waste quantities are sig-

nificantly lover than in the past. Most wastes are recycled

whenever possible, or disposed of off-base through DPDO.

2) Fire training exercises have provided a means of disposal of

vaste Avgas, oils and lubricants, and-miscellaneous combustible

materials since at least the 1950's The currently active

bIng area has been in use sincP 1965. Four

additional inactive fire training areas were identified at

Reese and a smll area is presently being used at the Terry

County Auxiliary Field.

Owm (3) Landfills and land spreading areas have been used for waste

disposal since the base was constructed. Most of the materials

disposed have been construction and domestic wastes, although

som hazardous wastes ware reportedly landfilled in the pest.

The only active landfill Is located In the southwest corner

of the base. it has operated saine the mid-1930's and Is

kmn to costan mail quantities of pesticides sad other

4
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hazardous wastes. The landfill was closed to sanitary dumping

) in 1977.

S4". Two active surface impoundments (the Sewage Lake and Indus-

trial Waste Lake) are located on Reese AFB. Both sites are

known to contain hazardous wastes. Since 1977, the water in

the Sewage Lake has been interconnected with the Industrial

Waste Lake via an overflow pump. Water from the Sewage Lake

is used for golf course irrigation.

5. Interviews with past and present installation employees

results in the identification of 36 past disposal areas,

spill sites and fire training areas on Reese AFB that are

not documented in written base files.

C.., " CONCLUSIONS

1. eview of the comprehensive data base assembled for the

Z' study resulted in- jidentification of 36 sites of potential

contamination at Reese AFB?

2. '--en of these 36 preliminary sites were ranked using the

Hazard Assessment Rating Methodology (R1M1) based on their

potential for migration of hazardous constituents. 4-

3. Table 1 presents the 10 1AM-rated sites with their final

ARK scores, and their potential risk rating.

D. RUCCIM ATIOS

1. A stated progras of Phase 11 activities is recomended for

Site S1-1, the Industrial Waste Lake. Soils should be saw-

pled at a pr.2Sasay set of 3 locations, and analyzad for

selected stals sad volatile balocarbons. If prelmlimary
4

xist I '! 0lilm l i



TABLE 1. POTENTIAL RISK RANKING BASED ON FINAL HARM SCORES

Final HAM Potential
site # Description Score Risk

SI-i Industrial Waste Lake 75

SI-2 Sewage Lake 68 High

D-4 Landfill, north of Sewage Lake 68

SP-l Spill, POL Storage Area (Aquasystem) 67

D-1 Southwest Landfill 60 Moderate
SI-4 CE Paint Shop Trench 56

FT-i Active Fire Training Area (Reese) 54

D-5 Landfill, west of Sewage Lake 53

D-11 Northwest Landfill/Rubble Area 44 Low

F
alt



analyses confirm contamination, a second expanded round of

soil sampling (4 additional sites) should be undertaken.

A ground-water well should be installed and sampled if results

from the second round of soil sampling indicate that contami-

nant migration is extensive and the Ogallala Aquifer is poten-

tially threatened.

2. Soil and soil moisture sampling points should be established

at 9 locations around the perimeter of the D-4 landfill site.

Samples should be analyzed for EPA 624/625 compounds and

metals. If analytical results suggest extensive contaminant

migration, a ground-water monitoring well should be constructed

and water samples analyzed for selected parameters as deter-

mined by results of the soils analyses.

3. A limited Phase II soil sampling program is recommended for

Site SI-4, the C.E. Paint Shop trench. Since the exact loca-

tion of the trench is unknown, 5 or 6 sample borings should

be located in a grid pattern over the suspected area to deter-

mine whether any contamination persists. Samples should be
analyzed by GC/MS for volatile organic compounds (EPA 624).

If results are positive, and the trench can be delineated,

the gravels lining the trench as well as the underlying

materials should be sampled from at least 2 points within the

trench itself.

4. A limited Phase II soil sampling program is recomended for

the Southwest Landfill (D-1 site). Four soil boring locations

should be sampled to a depth of 15 feet. Samples should be

collected at 2.5 ft. intervals and analysed for porosity, per-

meability, pesticides, selected metals, oil and grease, and

volatile halocarbons (EPA 602). Depending on the results of

these preliminary analyses, emplacement of a siile ground-water

well may be advisable near the most highly contaminated soil

ampling site to assess potential ground-water contamination.

I III.

IiW. 
1
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background

The United States Air Force, due to its primary mission, has long

been engaged in a wide variety of operations dealing with toxic and hazardous

materials. Federal, state, and local governments have developed strict

regulations which require disposers to identify the locations and contents

of disposal sites and to take action to eliminate the hazards in an environ-

mentally responsible manner. The primary federal legislation governing

disposal of hazardous waste is the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

(RCRA) of 1976, as amended. Under Sections 6003 and 3012 of the Act, Federal

agencies are directed to assist the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

and state agencies to inventory past disposal sites and make the information

available to the requesting agencies. The DOD Installation Restoration Pro-

gram (IRP), initiated prior to the regulatory requirements, assures compli-

ance with these hazardous waste regulations. The current DOD IRP policy is

contained in Defense Environmental Quality Program Policy Memorandum (DEQPPM)

81-5, dated 11 December 1981 and implemented by Air Force message dated

21 January 1982. DEQPPM 81-5 reissued and amplified all previous directives

and memoranda on the IRP. DOD policy is to identify and fully evaluate sus-

pected problems associated with past hazardous contamination, and to control

hazards to health and welfare that resulted from these past operations.

The IRP will be the basis for response actions on Air Force installations

under the provisions of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensa-

tion, and Liability Act (CECLA) of 1980, as clarified by Executive Order

12316.

There are four phases to the IRP. The records search comrises

Phase I. During this phase, installation records are reviewed to identify

possible hazardous waste-contminated sites and to assess the potential for

contaminant migration. Only Phase I activities are covered by this contract.

Phase It of the IMP consists of follow-on field work to determine the extent

1-IA
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and magnitude of contaminant migration. Phase III consists of technology

development (R&D effort only when necessary). Phase IV includes the develop-

ment and implementation of a remedial action plan.

B. Purpose

The purpose of the Phase I records search is to identify past

hazardous materials disposal and spill sites and assess the potential for

contaminant migration from these sites. The existence and potential for

migration of hazardous material contaminants were evaluated at Reese AFB by

reviewing Air Force supplied data, technical reports, and conducting inter-

views with past and present base personnel, regulatory officials, and local

university staff members familiar with Reese. This report addresses the

history of operations, the geological and hydrogeological conditions which

may contribute to migration of-contaminants, and the ecological setting of

the facility.

C. Scope

Phase I activities included the following:

- Review site records

- Interview personnel familiar with past generation and
disposal activities

- Inventory wastes

- Determine quantities and locations of current and past
hazardous waste storage, treatment and disposal

- DefI"e the environatal setting at rasee AYR

- Review past disposal practices sad methods

- Gather Information from state, local and federal ageacies

- Asses potential for catomiamt misratio, and
- Ricoussed, if required, follow-om activities.

I-I
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The pre-performance meeting was held at Reese AFB on January 31

and February 1, 1984. Representatives of the Air Force Engineering and

Services Center (AFESC), Reese AFB Civil Engineering, Iiotnvironmental Eng1 -

neering, Base Environmental Protection Committee, and Radian attended the

meeting. The purpose of the pre-performance meeting was to provide detailed

project instruction. The AFESC Representative provided clarification and

technical guidance and defined the responsibilities of all parties partici-
pating in the Reese AFB records search.

The tmsite installation visit was conducted by Radian from March

12 through March 16, 1984. Activities performed during the onsite visit

included a detailed search of installation records, ground tour of Raes APE

and Terry County Auxiliary Field, and interviews with pat and present bas

personnel. The following individuals comprised the Radian records search team:

1. Francis J. Smith, Program Manager, M.S. Sanitary Engineering;
2. Debra L. Rictusan, Project Director, K.A. Geological Sciences;

3. James L. Macbin, M. S. Environmental Health Engineering;

4. Fred B. Blood, M.S. Biology;

*5. Katbey A. Ferland, N.R.?. Regional Planning; and

6. Peter F. Ellis, B.S. Chemistry.

Deemms of team members are Included in Appendix A.

The principle Air Force representatives who assisted In the Reese

All study are:

1. Lt. Col. Joseph C. LaFoy, Bee" Civil ftimeer and hflCI
Representativet;

2. Capt. geme Smith, lustallatom Meat of Centactl

3.* Lt. say Pters, Base Biemvrema" ftatneer.

4 .



D. Methodology

The methodology for the Reese All records search is shown graphi-

cally In Figure 1-1. The first step was a review of past and present indus-

tt±al operations. This allowed the identification of waste stream contents

and quantities. Information yes obtained from records such as shop file@,

hazardous waste disposal permits, and from other state permits.

The second step was to determine past management practices regard-

ing5 the use, storage, treatment, and disposal of hazardous materials from
the industrial operations identified in Stop 1. At this stage, sites of

former landfills, surface impoundments and tanks ware Identified. Other

potentially contaminated sites, such as the locations of spills of waste

oils, solvents or fuels, were determined.

The records search team conducted a ground tour of the base and

all land off-base owned by the Air Force. This Included the Terry County

Auxiliary Field and property acquired by the Air Force In Nurlwood. The

team also looked f or any evidence of savironimestal stress, such as disruption

of vegetation, or unusual topography, suggestive of potential waste disposal

Impacts. It was during this onsite visit that Intervewing of past ad cur-

rent employees occurred. A list of interviewees and outsi4b aenmcy contacts
Is presented in Appendix B.

At this point a nmber of decisions ware made. The first decliio

pertained to the potential for comtsolatIom of aeaste. ILf it wms deter-

mined that potential for contamination existed, then the site was evaluated

for its potential for migration of bazardous coestituents to occur. The site

was rated using the Air Force lasard Aseasamt htm Uhthadolegy (UAU0.

This rating system results In a single afte -ft ech site whisk is Uesed on
evaluation of factors suah as waste type and quanity, receptors, end Putb-
ways. Wei a&Uwe the rea~tive ruamlt of "&We wit 411 eet m irt
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settings and vaste characteristics. Following the hazard rating. recommenda-

tions for follow-on activities were made. Recoendations may vary from no

action to a complete monitoring and sampling program for those site@ receiv-

Ing a high RAMK score. A limited Phase 11 program may be recommended f or

sit&* receiving a moderate HAM rating to confirm that hazardous materials

* are not migrating from the site. The site rating methodology is described

in Appendix C.



II. INSTALLATION DESCRIPTION

A. Location, Size, and Boundaries

Reese Air Force Base is located in the Hish Plains Ragion of the

Great Plains, ten miles west of Lubbock, Texas. Figure 11-i and 11-2 show

the regional and area location of the base. The unincorporated community of

Hurlwood, population 100, is located just south of the base.

Reese AFB covers 2,777 acres (owned and leased) in Lubbock County,

including acreage in the Hurlvood area, acquired in 1978. Figure 11-3 shows

the layout of the base. Land surrounding the base is primarily agricultural.

The majority of the county's industrial, commercial and residential lands

are in the City of Lubbock.

Included in the Reese AFB Phase I study is the Terry County auxil-

iary Field located approximately 36 miles soutbwest of Reese AFS, and the

property owned by the Air Force in Hurlwood. Table 11-1 presents the legal

status of all acreage associated with the base.

B. Organization and Mission smary

Reese Ahf has been a training base almost contimsously since 1941.

Reese opened in June 1941 as Lubbock Army Airfield on 2,000 acres donated

by the City of Lubbock. The base was coleted by the mad of 1941 and

training of aviation cadets began In early 1942. The field operated during

World War 11, turning out bomber, Lighter and transport pilots. By the

end of the war the total of pilots trained exceeded 7,000. The end of the

war brought the end of Lubbock AtV Airfield in 1945.

U-1
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TABLE Il-i. LEGAL STATUS OF LAND ASSOCIATED WITH REESE AFB

Owned by Lease/
County Reese Easent

Lubbock 2,467 310
Terry 520 0

TOTAL 2,987 310

SOURCE: USAF Real Property Inventory Lfst, Rae API, 3 November 1983.



The training center was used from 1945 to 1949 as a housing facili-

ty for veterans and their families. It was also used by the National Guard

for training missions. In 1949 the 3500th Pilot Training Wing moved to

Lubbock from Barksdale AFB, Louisiana and the base was renamed for First

Lieutenant Augustus F. Reese, Jr., a native of nearby Shallovater, Texas.

The following types of planes have been previously used in the

base training programs including the North American T-6 Texas, the AT-7,

and the North American T-28 Trojan. Perhaps the best known craft was the

North American TB-25 Billy Mitchell, which was used exclusively from 1955

to 1957. The first jet trainer, the Lockheed T-33 was introduced at Reese

in September 1958. Reese's next major advancement was its designation as

one of five Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) bases in Air Training Command

in 1961. This ended the previous system in which preflight, primary and

basic flight instruction was conducted at three different bases. The UPT

system went supersonic in 1963 when the Northrop T-38 Talon replaced the T-33.

The wing was renamed the 64th Flying Training Wing in September 1972. Since

1942, approximately 24,000 pilots have graduated from Reese's training pro-

gram.

Reese AkF is one of seven Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) bases

in the Air Training Comand. The mission of the UPT bases is to train pi-

lots for the Air Force. The Air Force defines the mission as: "To train

top quality military pilots with the greatest efficiency and minimum pos-

sible cost." An important secondary mission is the support of the Acceler-

ated Copilot Enrichment (ACE) program. Reese API personnel support the train-

ing of Strategic Air Command (SAC) copilots assigned to other bases.

Currently, Reee AID has a force of approximately 1,645 enlisted

personnel, 500 permanent party officers and 570 civilians. Generally, about

500 students undergo training at one time, with 400 students graduating

anually. The aircraft at Reese APB Includes approximately S0 Cessa T-37

jet englne trainers and 110 Northrop T-30 jet trainers.

ZU-.
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The 64th Flying Training Wing (ATC) is the major organization at
Reese AFB. The 64th Air Base Group lends administrative and services sup-

port. Tenants at the base include:

a) 1958 Communications Squadron (AFSC)

b) Detachment 11, 24th Weather Station

c) Management Engineering Detachment 11

d) OSI Detachment 1113

e) Field Training Detachment 495th OL

f) Defense Property Disposal Office (DPDQ), Satellite of
Cannon AFB, New Mexico.

11-7
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III. ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

* A. Meteorology

The average annual temperature at Reese APB is 600F, with extremes

of -90 to 108*F. Yearly precipitation averages 16.9 inches, with 80 percent

of this occurring from May to October. The maximum rainfall for a 24 hour

period was 3 inches. Table 111-1 lists temperature, precipitation and snow-

fall data.

Snowfall occurs in October to March, but the snow normally remains

on the ground only a few days at a time. The maximum snowfall in any 24 hour

period was 18 inches.

Winds blow regularly in the area, frequently resulting in dust

storms. March through October prevailing winds are from the south. During

the remainder of the year the wind is predominantly from the west (Figures

III-1 through 111-4 present wind roses for the area). Mean wind speed is

17 mph.

Tornadoes occur regularly in the Reese APE area. Reese APE at the

southern end of "Tornado Alley" can expect 3 to 5 tornadoes per year to occur

within 30 nautical miles. Hall, 3/4 inch in diameter or greater, can also

be expected two to three times per year in the same area. Hailatorms and

* tornadoes are more likely from April to October.

B. Geology and Soils

1. Soils

1appbi* by the Sol Conservation Service has located the following

soils eeries on bae: Olton clay loam, Lof ton clay loam, Berda, loam, Raea-

cad. clay loam, Auff a, Drake clay lose, Amrillo fine sandy loam, HMasker
clay loss, Posey fine sandy loa, Arch loam, and Randal clay. The soils can

'mow
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be grouped into three categories: clay, sandy loan and clay loa. Figure

111-5 shows the locations of each soils series and Table 111-2 lists the

soil types, permeabilities and thicknesses for each series.

The prevalent soil of the base is Acuff, a sandy clay loan.

This soil is well-drained, with moderate permeability of 4.2 x 10"- to 1.4 x

10-3 c/sec, (in/hr). Soils near or under the Industrial Lake playas and the

drainage areas near the central runway are Randall clay, a poorly-draind

soil with very slow permeability, on the order of 4.2 x 0- 5 cm/sec. The

most permeable soils on the base are the Amarillo series. Amarillo soils

have a permeability of 1.4 x 10- 3 cm/sec to 4.2 x 10- 3 ca/sec. They are

found as the original soil at the site of the Southwest Landfill and appro-

ximately 200 feet (61m) from the Industrial Lake.

2. Geography and Topography

Reese APB Is located In Lubbock County in the southern Panhandle

of Texas, alsq known as the Southern High Plains Region. This region occupies

an area of about 22,000 square miles in northwest Texas, extending from the

Canadian River southward about 250 miles and from the New Mexico line east-

ward about 120 iles. The eastern boundary of this region is the Caprock

Escarpment, which Is characterized by deep channels formed by intermittent

streams. In general, topography is flat; the land surface generally slopes

about 2 percent to the southeast. However, slopes may increase to 8 percent

around saline lakes, draws, and Intermittent lakes called playas.

Lubbock city is 3,338 feet above sea level. The elevation at

Reese AYD id 3338 feet above sea level, with only a 25 foot change in eleva-

tion throughout the bae area. Most of the base land has a 0 to 1 percent

slope. Only near the playas and lakes are slopes of I to 3 percent encountered.

tit-?
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3. Drainage

Shallow, undrained depressions or playas are characteristic of

the plains surface. During periods of heavy rainfall, runoff collects in the

depressions to form temporary ponds or lakes. Playas are generally circular

with interior drainage toward the center. The majority are 50-100m in diameter

and are less than la in depth. Water percolating through windblown deposits

probably initiated playa formation, and the basins were then deepened by wind

erosion. Stream drainage of the plain surface is poorly defined as runoff

occurs over the eastern escarpment during periods of short-duration, high-

intensity thunderstorms.

There are no natural, permanent surface water bodies on the

base. Storm runoff is routed into culverts and transported under runways

and roads, or is allowed to follow the topography. Storm runoff collects in

six areas on-base. Three of these collection areas form playas, the inter-

rittent lakes coemon to the region. Two of the runoff collection sites are

part of the base waste disposal system, and thus, are wet year round. Drain-

age features are depicted n Figure 111-6.

Generally, water moves sway from the center of the base into

playas located near the perimeter or drains off-base to the north. Precipi-

tation is collected in the center of the base by stor culverts, which route

water away from ruammys. Water from these central culverts collects in two

ditches, both part of a former playa, near the Primary Instrument Runway.

4. Regional Gesologic Settlng

Geologic units ranging in age from Pliocene to Recent crop out

in the study area and throughout much of the Southern 11g Plains of Texas.

Is the vicinity uf Mse An, the PU"eame-ae Ogallala Formation Is the domi-

mat surface uit. Gllche deposits within the OSalal Formation daerlie

much of the sufaee of the Southern IS&g Pais of Tezas. The ceLche con-

slots of reIstant beds, Isoses, sad mles of calrsareas sad stUceous
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material. The caliche forms the conspicuous caprock of the eastern plains

escarpment.

Cretaceous rocks are present only in the subsurface at Reese

An, forming an erosional contact with the Ogallala. They are, however,

exposed along the eastern escarpment which passes through the southeastern
part of Lubbock County. Thin deposits of Pleistocene and Recent age sedi-

meats overlie the Ogallala Formation in many places. These consist of lake

or pond (playa) deposits, stream deposits, and sand-dune deposits. These

sediments are important hydrologically where they occur in recharge areas

such as in sand-dune areas or alluvial drainageways. The lake or pond

deposits consist chiefly of clay and silt and, therefore, downward percola-

tion and subsequent recharge is impeded. Characteristics of the regionally

significant stratigraphic units in the Southern High Plains of Texas are

presented In Table 111-3.

Major regional structures include the Matador Arch and Palo

Duro Basin north of the study area, and the Midland Basin to the south. Figure

111-7 illustrates the distribution of these and other major geologic features,

as well as the outcrop distribution of major lithostratigraphic units. A

generalized geologic cross-section of the Southern High Plains Is included as
~figure 111-8.

5. Local Geologic Setting

The Ogallala Formation Is the dominant geologic unit exposed
in the study area. The formation consists of multiple lithologic units including

sands, silts, clays and limestones that are laterally discontinuous over the
base.

Lithologic logs available from 8 base wells that tap the Ogallala

aquifer section indicate that a caliche sons, varying from approximately 20

to greater thean 40 feet in thickness, Imediately uaderlIee the surface soils

(Figure 111-9). In many places throughout the Ugh Plains, the caliche Is

111-12p°
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almost completely indurated and is an impediment to recharge. However, in

some areas the caliche is porous and may not significantly hinder downward

percolation from the surface. The completely indurated caliche, (caprock)

which is generally believed to underlie the base, is a massive, very durable

rock in undisturbed sections. The porosity of the hardened caliche varies

from 25 to 40 percent, however, the permeability of this caprock caliche is

very low. The presence of this thick, relatively Impermeable zone impedes

downward percolation of water and therefore severely limits the amount of

recharge to the aquifer, even in areas where the surface soils may be locally

permeable.

Six playas, or seasonal lakes, were originally present within

the boundaries of Reese AFB. One playa, underlying the midsection of the

central runway, was filled during runway construction. Two of the other

playas have been modified to serve as a sewage lagoon and industrial waste

pond. Playa bottoms are generally composed of silts and clays. These clays

and silts exhibit extremely low permeabilities, thereby restricting downward

percolation of surface waters into the substrate.

C. Hydrology

The Pliocene Ogallala Formation is the principal aquifer in

the Southern High Plains of Texas, supplying practically all the water used

for all purposes. The formation is continuous throughout most of the Texas

portion of the Southern High Plains. Sediments of Recent Age (younger)

generally lie above the water table, and therefore, do not yield water.

However, these deposits do serve as catchment areas for precipitation and

thus aid in the recharge of the Ogallala Formation. This is especially true

of the sandhills areas because the porosity of the sand is such that precipi-

tation is readily absorbed, reslting in little, or no runoff, thus making

the sandhille area an exceptionally favorable sone of recharge to the ground-

water reservoir.

IZl7 '



Regionally, the Ogallala Formation is thicker in the northern

part of the area, and ranges in thickness from a maximum of approximately 500

feet thick to a "knife's edge" where the formation pinches out against out-

crops of older rocks. Erosion has completely isolated the formation so that

the segment in the Southern High Plains is cut off in all directions from

any underground connection with water-bearing beds outside of the area, ex-

cetp through the underlying older rocks which contain highly mineralized

: water distinct from the fresh water in the Ogallala. This emphasizes the

fact that the source of all the water in the Ogallala is precipitation that

falls on the surface of plains in Texas and New Mexico.

Generally, the water in the Ogallala occurs under water table condi-

tions; however, locally, because of its lithologic variability, it may be

under slight artesian pressure. The water in the Ogallala occupies the pore

spaces and voids in the rocks and occurs between the water table and the

underlying older rocks. The thickness of the zone of saturation in the

Ogallala varies throughout the Southern High Plains chiefly because of the

uneven nature of the bedrock surface. This thickness ranges from 0 to more

than 300 feet. In the vicinity of Reese An, the saturated thickness is

approximately 30 feet (Smith, 1981).

Depth-to-water below land surface measurements are made annually

in approximately 120 wells in Lubbock County (Smith, 1981). Results indicate

a local trend of anually declining water levels in the county consistent with

the regional trend. The total drop in water levels for all observation wells

measured in 1970 and again is 1960 was 6.19 feet. This results in a ten

year average water level drop of 0.62 foot per year. The wells in the county

which were measured in January 1960 si asat in January 1981 showed an

average decline of 1.86 feet (" 4). Elevations of the water table in the

Ogallala across Lubbock County are shows on Figure 111-10. The depth to

water in the vicinity of Reis" is approsmtely 150 feet.
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Natural recharge to the Ogallala aquifer is believed to be less

.than one inch annually. The principal source of recharge is infiltration

from precipitation. A small portion of the water used for irrigation may

percolate downward to the aquifer; however, this does not constitute an addi-

tional supply of water but only a reduction in net discharge.

During interviews with base personnel, the existence of a shallow

perched ground-water zone in the area of Reese AFB came into question. This

shallow zone of saturation was purported to contain water suitable for stock

watering and irrigation at depths of 50-70 feet, recoverable by windmills.

It was termed the "Windmill Aquifer".

If such shallow ground-water zones do exist on Reese AFB, they could

significantly influence the migration of potential ground-water contaminants

from base sources. To confirm the existence or absence of such a zone, Radian

conducted a review of available literature and telephone interviews with local

ground-water resource authorities.

The literature review provided no evidence of a parched zone above

the water table of the Ogallala Aquifer in the area of Reese AFB. The only

reference to a shallow water bearing zone was found in a report by Le*gat

(1952). Be indicated that in a small area in northern Lynn County (south of

Lubbock County),a group of shallow wells, 60 to 90 feet deep, draw water

from honeycombed silicified caliche. The thickness of the caliche ranges from

23 to 71 feet. Conversations with personnel of the High Plains Water Conserva-

tion District (HPVC) do not support the existence of a perched Sone constituting

an aquifer at Reese An. Mr. Wayne Wyatt, director of the HIPWCD, stated

that thin lanticular perched zones are regionally encountered at shallow

depths above laterally discontinuous layers of low-permeability materials.

Be said that he knew of no present or historical evidence of such a sone In

the area of Rease APB. He speculated that if such a zone misted below the

inatallation, It would probably be ineignificant so a water-produciug none.

se supported this conclusion by referencing the smeall mumt of downward
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percolation available as recharge, as described in the literature. It was

his opinion that significant accumulations of downward percolating waters

(as perched zones) would probably not occur. This is prevented by the dis-

continuous nature of low-permeability materials in the area above which

perched water could accumulate and the numerous wells in the area which

facilitate drainage.

I. Ground-water Quality

The regional quality of water from the Ogallala Aquifer is

described in the literature. Cronin (1961) divides the Ogallala into two

distinct water-quality regions. These regions are defined by areas of the

Ogallala which are underlain by Cretaceous and Triassic units. The type of

materials which comprise the lower surface of the Ogallala (Cretaceous vs.

Triassic sediments) plays a major role in determining the chemistry of its water.

Cretaceous rocks comprise the lower surface of the Ogallala in

the area of Reese AFB. Principal chemical constituents of ground-water

obtained from the aquifer include bicarbonate, calcium and magnesium. Sodium,

chloride and sulfate ions are also found as major constituents in some areas.

Total dissolved solids for the Ogallala is generally found at levels at

300 mg/L but below 1000 uS/L (Muller, 1979).

Water obtained from the Ogallala in the region of Reese API

is generally suitable for drinking, Irrigation and most industrial usages.

Locally, some of the major parameters listed above may be naturally present at

undesirable, yet acceptable levels. Righ levels of silica and "hardness" in

many areas may render the waters of the Ogallala unsuitable for industrial

applications without pre-treatment (Cronin, 1961). Elevated levels of fluoride

and nitrate are also found in portions of the aquifer. With the exception of

nitrate, levels of the aforementioned parameters can be principally attributed

to natural sources.

. Z111-21
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Fluoride occurs at elevated concentrations in the Ogallala in the

area of Reese AFB and throughout the High Plains. These levels of fluoride

are reported to cause staining of the tooth enamel, especially in children

who ingest the water on a regular basis. Water quality analyses for the base

production wells reveal the presence of fluoride at levels as high as 10 mg/L.

Analyses of water from production wells are provided in Appendix

D (USAF, 1984). The data reveal that most parameters were found at acceptable

concentrations. Analysis for metallic species include arsenic, barium, cadmium,

chromium, lead, mercury, selenium and silver. With the exception of chromium,

the metals were present at levels at or below detection limits. Chromium was

found in samples collected from base production well No. 9 on December 2, 1980

and January 24, 1984 at levels exceeding drinking water standards. The source

of chromium in ground-water from this well has not been determined, but it ap-

parently represents an isolated occurrence. Although total chromium was measured

at 132 1ig/L, hexavalent chromium was <50 ug/L (1984 data). Analysis for major

ionic species and general water quality parameters for the base production

wells are consistent with regional findings.

Bromodichloromethsne, dibromochloromethane and bromoform were

found at concentrations of 0.22, 1.1 and 3.2 ug/L, respectively, in a sample

collected from the Base Water Plant in 1981. The presence of these industrial

organic species in the treatment water which is received from the base produc-

tion wells may indicate that organic contaminants from base sources have

entered the aquifer. However, these compounds are used in fire extinguishers

throughout the base and are used extensively in fire training exercises. It

is possible that the levels detected resulted from sample contaminatLon during

collection. Additional samplng should be conducted to determine the source

with certainty.
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2. Local Ground-water Use

Thirteen ground-water supply wells (12 on-base and 1 at the

Terry County Auxiliary Field) tap the Ogallal aquifer. However, at present,

only 3 are active and these supply only minor volumes of water. The locations

of all ground-water supply wlls are illustrated on Figure 111-11.

During the on-site visit, an open well casing, sheared off at

ground level, was discovered on the property in Hurlwood, acquired by Reese

AFB. Additional unknown abandoned wells are suspected in this area and

should be inventoried for proper closure.

Presently, more than 98 percent of the base's potable water

requirements are supplied by the City of Lubbock. A large part of Reese AFB's

water originates from the Sand Hills Field in Baily County and is transported

to Reese AFB via city-owned pipeline. Additional potable water may come from

the Canadian River which is also treated and supplied by the City of Lubbock.

In the community surrounding Reese AFB, private wells which

tap the Ogallala are used to supply drinking water and for irrigation.

Fluoride, selenium, and nitrate are comonly present at elevated levels but

these levels are generally attributed to natural sources.

D. Surface Water Quality and Hydrology

Reese AFB is located within the Brazos iver Basin. The Brazoes

River drains approximately 45,000 square miles Li Texas and New Mexico.

Dralnage is toward the southeast to the mouth of the river near Freeport, Texas.

Approimately 9600 square miles of the basin to considered noa-contri-

buting drainage area. This includes all of Reese APR. Very little surface

drainage In this area ever reaches the rasse liver since almost all runIf is

collected In pLyas. The only stream nar Rees An is over ten miles from the

base ead is intersitteat. This Is the North Pork of the Double Mountain Pork

of the Irsoe River (know as TellUuwom Dr..) uhic rums throv LW*m".
.111-25
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Of the playas collecting surface runoff at Reese AFB, only two are

considered significant. The first is referred to as the Sevage Lake located

in the southeast corner of the base. This playa receives the base sewage

plant effluent which, in turn, is used to irrigate a golf course. The second

playa is about one-half mile northeast of the Sewage Lake and receives storm

runoff and industrial wastewater effluent from the oil/water separator. Water

is occasionally pumped from the Industrial Waste Lake to the Sewage Lake to

prevent flooding during wet weather.

Water and sediment samples from the Reese playas have been analyzed

by the USAF OEHL. Additional analyses have been performed by the Texas Depart-

ment of Health. Representative analyses are included in Appendix D.

Water samples from the Sewage Lake have indicated water quality

typical of a domestic sewage lagoon. There are elevated concentrations of

ammonia and other nitrogen forms, phosphates, dissolved solids, and occasionally

iron. Other trace metals have been detected only in very low concentrations.

Samples from the Industrial Waste Lake have revealed slightly ele-

vated levels of phosphates, sulfates, and iron. Other metals including lead

and manganese were detected occasionally. Samples taken at the lake inlet

were analyzed by the Texas Department of Health for volatile organic compounds.

They were found to contain moderate levels of methyl ethyl ketone (MEK),

methylene chloride, and tetrachloroethylene (TCR). However. in mid-lake

samples, only tetrachloroethylene was detected. A possible explanation is

that during residence in the lake, these compounds are volatillzed to the

atmosphere.

Sludge and bottom sediment samples from the Industrial Waste Lake

have contained elevated levels (on the order of 100 pp) of a mober of trace

metals, Including sinc, chromium, lead, copper, and dta. Also, low levels

of unsaturated hydrocarbos were deected. wowever, 3.P. Tomic4ty tests on

thse Samples yielded comaratively low concemtratioe of mtals.
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The above results indicate that the metals in the Industrial Waste

Lake sludge are relatively imobile. This is confirmed in that insignificant

concentrations have been measured in the lake water.

One research report indicated that polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons

*(PAH's) were detected in the sediments of the Sewage Lake (Sweazy, at al.,

1977). Perylene was measured at a concentration of 300 ppb. Other PAR's were

detected in trace amounts less than 6 ppb. Perylene is a PAR of low biological

significance. Other PAH's have been shown to be carcinogens. It was suggested

that the use of old asphaltic concrete as riprap in the Sewage Lake may have

been the source of the PAH's (Sweazy, et al., 1977). The measurement of

perylene at a concentration two to three orders of magnitude greater than

other PA's, some of which are isomers of perylene, makes these data suspect.

Private comaunication with one of the authors of the above report revealed

some problems with the PAR analyses during the research. Although they

*believed perylene to be abnormally high, there was some question about labors-

tory error with the levels reported (Rose, 1981).

E. Environmentally Sensitive Conditions

Reese APB is in the short-grass prairie of the Southern High Plains.

This habitat is characterized by essentially flat topography, high evapora-

tion rates and low rainfall. Small seasonal plays lakes fill during the "wet"

season, generally during late sumer. Before farming and irrigation lowered

the depth to the water table and altered evaporation-runoff patterns, these

playas were important habitat for migrating waterfowl.

The present environment ia man-dominated. Very few playa retain

water and extensive agricultural practices have disrupted natural wildlife,

in particular, prairie do$s. Although the swage playa retains water year

round and attracts waterfowl, it is not considered an unaltered or pristine

natural area. Also, the habitat at eas*e All does sot attract threatened or

endaetered specles.
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IV. FINDINGS

Past hazardous waste management practices at Reese AF were iden-

tified and evaluated for their potential to cause environmental contamina-

tion and/or to pose a threat to human health. This section provides a sum-

mary of typical wastes and estimated quantities generated by activity, a

description of past and current disposal practices used at Reese AFB, and

a site-specific evaluation of all disposal sites identified.

A. Past Activity Review

To identify past activities on the base that generated hazardous

wastes, ultimately requiring disposal, a review of current and past waste

generation and disposal methods was conducted. This review included inter-

views with current and former (both civilan and military) base employees, a

search of files and records (maintained by Reese AFB and outside agencies),

and site inspections.

Potentially hazardous wastes generated by Reese AFB can be asso-

ciated with one of four groups of activities conducted on base:

a. Industrial Operations (Shops);

b. Fuels Management (POL);

c. Pesticide Utilization; and

d. Base Rospital and Laboratory Operations.

The following discussion addresses only those wastes generated on

base which are either hazardous wastes or potentially hazardous wastes. A

hazardous waste is defined as hazardous by the regulations implementlng

either the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (ICRA) or the Comprehen-

sive Invtromental Response Compensation and Liability Act (CRIRCLA). Comr

pounds such as polychlortuated biphenols (MC) which are listed in the Toxic

Substances Control Act (TC) are also considered hazardous. Other substances

• i-
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such as oil spills which affect the health of the environment are also con-

sidered hazardous wastes or potentially hazardous wastes. A potentially

hazardous waste is one which is suspected of being hazardous, even in cases

where insufficient data are available to fully characterize the waste.

1. Wastes Generated by Activity

a. Industrial Operations (Shops)

Several industrial shops at Reese AFB generate potentially hazard-

ous wastes as a result of mission support activities. Bioenvironmental

Engineering Services provided file information which was used as a basis

for evaluating past waste generation and hazardous material disposal prac-

tices. The files were examined for information on chemical usage, hazard-

ous waste generation, and disposal practices.

For the shops which handled hazardous materials or generated

hazardous waste, key personnel within the Reese maintenance support func-

tions were interviewed. During the interviews, information was gathered

concerning hazardous materials utilized, waste quantities generated and dis-

posal practices for each shop. Where possible, a timeline of disposal

methods was established for the major wastes generated'. In most cases, time-

line information could only be estimated. A summary of information obtained

during the shop review Is presented in Table IV-1. This table presents a

list of building locations as well as the hazardous materials, quantities

used, and disposal method timaeline. Much of the disposal method information

is based on information derived from interviews with personnel. Confirmation

of some of the past disposal methods within the shops was difficult because

written information was essentially noneistent and remembered incidents

were often not confirmed due to the elapsed tim since occurrence. The In-

formation on waste quantities shown in Table IV-l is based on verbal estimates

given by shop personnel at the time of the Interviews, as wall as information

derived through the record searches from the files. Areas of Reese which do

'V-2
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not generate hazardous waste, or have generated insignificant quantites of

hazardous wastes, were eliminated from Table IV-1.

In general, shop wastes have been drummed or stored in tanks prior

to contract disposal off-site. These drums are generally stored at the build-

ings in which the wastes were generated until drum pick-up. Much of the

material, especially waste oils, hydraulic fluid, and solvents, are contracted

out for recycling.

Other identified methods of waste disposal are through the Defense

Property Disposal Office (DPDO), sanitary sever, and the storm sewer. Waste

discharged to the storm severs goes to the Industrial Waste Lake. Most in-

fluent to this lake passes through an oil/water separator. The sanitary

sewage passes through a sewage treatment plant. The liquid Is discharged to

the Sewage Lake, and the sludge is spread on grassy areas throughout the

base, as will be discussed in Section il-7.

Brief descriptions of the industrial shops which generate hazardous

wastes are provided in the following paragraphs. Refer back to Table IV-I

for Information on the disposal methods of specific wastes.

* Flightline Support: General aircraft maintenance is provided

by the Flightline Support shops housed in Facilities 45 and 98. Wastes

generated from this area include synthetic oil, hydraulic fluid, incidental

fuel spills and oily stormnater runoff.

* Aerospace Ground Equipment (AGE) Maintenance Shop: The AGI

Maintenance Shop is located in Facility 50. This shop Is responsible for

repair, maintenance, and periodic inspection of all aerospace ground equip-

ant. Wastes generated include hydraulic fluid (120 gal/yr), PD-60 (600

gail/yr), turbine oil (300 gallyr) and cleaning compound (600 8al'yr).
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BVehicle Maintenance: The Vehicle Maintenance Shop is located
in Facility 366. Wastes generated during the repair and maintenance of motor
vehicles Include engine oil (660 gal/y?) hydraulic fluid (60 gal/yr),

kerosene (660 gal/yr), solvent (660 gal/yr), sulfuric acid (240 galfyr), air-
craft soap (660 gal/yr), end hydraulic acid (5 gal/yr).

0 Fuel Systems Shop: The Fuel Systems Sbopis located In
Facility 60. This shop is responsible for repairing aid maintaining all
aircraft fuel systems. W stes generated from this area include weste fuels
(1000 gai/yr) and PD-680 (55 gal/yr). Previously (pre-1976), this shop was
called Fuel Cell Replacement Shop ad was located in Facility 96.

0 Civil Imelseerims (CZ) Faint Shop: The CZ Faint Shop is
located in Feci1]ity 554. This shop generates a mixture of Paint thinners,

pilments (comined 50 Valyr) ad emty paint ca. ;(175/yr).

* PMt Operatios: Th. VOL (Petroles, Oil and Lubricants)

Operattie are located in the POL etorqp area at the southeast end of the
FlIghtlies. This operetta. geeatee weste JP-4 (1440 gallyr), o ther, NOGAS
sad diesel fuel, and eelvsat./krsree.

0 Miesiacet Ins tAvesie Shop Is located In facility 52.
Prior to 1972, this shop sed tricklerethylaee.

0 7light Smlatert te fMigt simisater is located In Facility
930. wastes generated Lisa this shop inclade bydreauli on1 sad !D60.

0 Crrsias C,1it ths Censusl Omanie Shot io located in
Facilities me. 591 96 and 1OS. Ceernot esel setwivtee Include cleesiag,

strifpift, "Oin, Wt"#g priomin, wepaina, aod steestlia aircr am
2-0-nd swippet ewsip..t. Wastes swned la tuis mbp i20110k a 080miAgle
viarre of Nathl etwl ket... OW) (s bug.o see"), teluems, atl te.

baysl bete" 05K lopr chifte, asetees, up" inposl "nd alodife.
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* Aircraft Battery Shop: The Aircraft Battery Shop is located

in Facility 52. Wastes generated from this area include nickel-cadmium

batteries (250/yr), sulfuric acid (15 gal/yr), cadmium-contaminated potassium

hydroxide (30 gal/yr), and PD-680 (30 gal/yr).

* Wheel and Tire Repair: The Wheel and Tire Repair and Replace-

ment Shop is located in Facility 52. Waste materials generated from this

shop include spent paint remover and PD-680 (1320 gal/yr), and tires.

0 Engine Maintenance: The Engine Maintenance Shop Is located

in Facility 52. This shop generates vaste PD-680, fuels, hydraulic fluid

and synthetic oil.

e Non-Destructive Inspection (NDI) Laboratory: The NDI Labora-

tory is located in Facility 89. Non-destructive testing methods, including

X-ray, magnaflux, and ultrasound, are performed to determine material defects

of aircraft structures, component parts, and related ground equipment.

Wastes generated include penetrant (110 gal/yr), emulsifier (110 gal/yr),

developer (540 gal/yr), trichloroethane (50 gal/yr), and magnaglow inspec-

tion oil (165 gal/yr).

0 Pneudraulics and Aircraft Maintenance Shop: The Pneudraulics

and Aircraft Maintenance Shop is located in Facility 70. The Pneudraulics

Shop services and repairs all aircraft pneumatic and hydraulic equipment.

The Aircraft Maintenance Shop provides maintenance to aircraft. Wastes

generated from these areas include yatnteic oil, hydraelic fluid, eagine

oil and PD-60.

0 Power Production end fterior Electric Shop: The Pomar Pro-

duction and Exterior Ilectric Shop is located In Facility 562. This shop

uses sulfuric acid (48 gal/yr). solvemst (110 al/r), antifreee (50 gallyr),

lubrication oil (220 pl/yr) ad transfomer oil (50 pa/yr). Althou&h met

of the transfosmers have not yet beem teated, the majority of those tested
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do not contain PCB (especially the pole-mounted type). There are no known

leaking transformers containing PCB at the present time.

a Engine Maintenance Test Cell: The Engine Test Cell is located

in Facility 40. This facility uses JP-4 (288,000 gal/yr), synthetic oil

(900 gal/yr), PD-680 (420 gal/yr), oil (36 gal/yr) and hydraulic fluid (30

gal/yr).

0 Chemical Cleaning Shop: The Chemical Cleaning Shop is

located in Facility 53. This shop is generally used to clean landing gear

for inspection, repair and repainting. This shop uses paint remover (600

gal/yr), trichloroethane (60 gal/yr), carbon remover (660 gal/yr), caustic

(600 gal/yr), potassium permanganate (600 gal/yr), phosphoric acid (180 gal/

yr), cleaning compound (660 gal/yr) and various paint pigments.

0 Plating Shop: The Plating Shop Is located in Facility 59.

This shop is used to refininsh landing gear. Chemicals used in this shop are

chromic acid (1 gal/yr), cadmium oxide solution (2 gal/yr), caustic (2 gal/

yr), sulfuric acid (2 gal/yr), hydrochloric acid (0.5 gal/yr), and sodium

cyanide (2 gal/yr). it is likely that the Plating Shop was significantly

larger in the peast. Modern aircraft have much less need for plating opera-

tions.

* Machine Shop: The Machine Shop is located in facility 59.

The shop uses PD-680 (20 gal/yr), oil (2 gal/yr) and hydraulic fluid (11

gal/yr).

e Accessory Repair Shop: The Accessory Repair Shop is located

in Facility 52. This shop uses carbon remover (60 gal/yr), corrosion pre-

ventive (60 gal/yr), lubrication oil (60 gl/yr), 1-660 (300 ga/pr) ead
trichloroetha (30 gl/yr).

* Photo Shop Thl. shop is rum by a costtactor in facility 73.

It duaw e 1 "Pl/Yr Of Uami wests, deelve,, fin and 414mr.
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b. Fuels Management

The Reese AFB Fuels Management storage system includes a number of

above ground and underground storage tanks and pipelines located throughout

the base. Table IV-2 is a summary of fuel storage capacities. A more

detailed analysis of fuel storage by tank capacity, fuel type, and including

liquid oxygen (LOX) storage facilities is presented in Appendix E. Figure

IV-1 shows the approximate locations of the different fuels storage areas.

Most of the large (10,000 gallon or greater) tanks are within the

POL storage area located near the south end of the parking apron. There are

four large JP-4 surface tanks in this area, each surrounded by a diked area

of sufficient volume to contain any spills. All other tanks in this area

are underground. Two tanks contain diesel and two additional tanks contain

MOCAS (leaded and unleaded automotive gas). All tanks are constructed of

welded steel. Underground tanks are coated with corrosion inhibitor and tank

volumes are monitored periodically to assure early detection of potential

underground leaks. Four large inactive underground tanks once used for

NOCAS, but now filled with a preservative (i.e., "pickled") are also located

in the POL storage area. Three other large underground gasoline storage

tanks are located at the Base Exchange service station.

With one exception (the 2300 gallon JP-4 tank at Facility 3170,

Fire Training), all nine medium sixe (1000-10,000 gallon) fuel storage tanks

are buried. The locations of these tanks are indicated in Figure ZV-i.

A smell (less than 1000 gallon) underground kerosen storage tank

is located in the POL storage area. In addition, 17 small capacity diesel

tanks (1000 gallon, two surface and 15 buried) exist oan Rees. Iacilities

40 and 60 each have a small underground J?-4 tank.

tV-41
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Though technically not a fuel, liquid oxygen (LOX) storage

facilities are included here. Two surface LOX tanks with a total rated

volume of 7000 gallons are located within a fenced area at the northeast

tcorner of the apron.
All fuels are delivered to Reese AFB by tank truck, with approxi-

mately 24,000,000 gallons of JP-4 being purchased per year for the past 20

years. On base, JP-4 is transported by a fleet of 16 R-9 fuel trucks, each

with a capacity of 5,000 gallons. There is no hydrant fueling system at the

flightline. Diesel and MOGAS are transported by two L-300 fuel trucks, each

with 1,200 gallons capacity.

c. Pesticide Utilization

Reese AFB has conducted a pest control program since the base

opened. The program was initially implemented by the Road and Ground Shop.

However, in recent years, the responsibilities for herbicides and other

pesticides applications were taken over by the Entomology Shop. The pesti-

cide program involves routine and specific Job order chemical application

and spraying. Pesticides are stored on base in Building 2003. Appendix F

includes a list of pest control chemicals in stock and/or used during the

past year, with estimates of annual consumption and methods of disposal,

where this Information is available.

Pesticides at Reese APB are used primarily for mosquito and other

insect control, tree protection and weed control purposes. Interviews with

bese personnel revealed no knowledge of pesticide spills or land disposal of

any off-spec or outdated chemicals in any of the base landfills. A mall

volum of waste pesticide is known to have been disposed in the Southwest

Landfill (Site D-l).

Mixtures of J?-4 and kerosene were applied to both the Sewage and

Industrial Lakes in the post to control cattails. Until about 1972, waste

XV-33
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oils were used on the golf course to outline the fairways. Toxaphene, a

potent pesticide was used in the Sewage Lake on at least one occasion between

1959 and 1965 to kill the inhabiting Tiger Salamanders which at one time were

estimated to number approximately 28,000. The quantity of chemical used is

unknown, but is suspected to have been excessive. By 1977, however, the

concentration in Sewage Lake was below the limit of analytical detection.

Past disposal practices for waste pesticides and pesticide con-

tainers are undocumented in base records. However, several interviewees

indicated that the most common practice was to salvage empty containers,

where feasible. Current practice is to triple-rinse containers, with rinse

water going to the industrial drain, crush containers and dispose of them

in the active landfill located in the southwest corner of the base. Unused

or out-dated materials are handled by DPDO and are transported off-base and

disposed in a RCRA-permitted facility.

d. Base Hospital and Laboratory Operations

Reese AFB operated an approximately 25-bed composite medical facili-

ty which provides clinical and dental services to base personnel. A number

of toxic materials are used by the hospital in routine operations. An

itemized list of these materials with estimated annual quantities is provided

in Appendix F. Hospital personnel interviewed indicated that each office/lab

utilizing hazardous materials inits activities is individually responsible

for proper handling, storage, and disposal of used or excess supplies.

Two past instances of hospital waste materials being landfilled

were identifed. In 1951, lead from the X-ray lab was reportedly landfilled,

while there was another report of ether being disposed in the Southwest Land-

fill In the early 1970's.

IV-1



2. Description of Waste Disposal Methods

Reese AFB has utilized a variety of disposal techniques for hazard-

ous and non-hazardous wastes throughout its 43 year history. These methods

are listed in Table IV-3 and are described briefly in the following paragraphs.

A detailed analysis of individual sites is provided in Section IV-B.

Refuse generated at Reese AFB includes paper, garbage, glass, metal,

and other components of general municipal refuse. Refuse was disposed of

on base in a sanitary landfill until 1 July 1975 -- effective date for a

contract with the City of Lubbock for collection and disposal.

Household refuse generated by personnel stationed at the Terry

County Auxiliary Field is burned in small trash barrels or disposed on-site

in shallow landfill trenches.

Construction debris consisting of wood, concrete, asphalt, wire,

asbestos shingles, etc. was disposed at several sites throughout the history

of the base. With the exception of asbestos, no hazardous wastes are known

to have been disposed at these construction fill sites. Hazardous wastes

such as paint thinners and removers are generated by facilities on the base

where aircraft are stripped of paint and repainted. Occasionally some waste

acids containing Cd and Cr are produced by the electroplating shop when a

vat must be emptied for maintenance or replacement. Although some reports

indicate this was landfilled, it is currently disposed of by DPDO.

Since the 1970's most hazardous wastes generated by Rese APB are

either re-used on base or processed through DPDO for off-base recycle or

disposal. However, in the past, hazardous wastes are known to have been

disposed in at least one base landfill, and continue to enter the Industrial

Waste Lake and Sewage Lake.
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TABLE IV-3. WASTE DISPOSAL METHODS -REESE AFB

Status
Method of Disposal Discontinued/Coiltiftlfl

Landfill - Sanitary X

Landfill - contruction and miscellaneous X

Incineration X

Surface impoundment X

Fire training exercises (burning) X

Re-cycle/re-use (an-base) X

Off-base disposal (DPDO) X



During the 1940's and 1950's, virtually all wastes were landfilled

or burned in a gas fired incinerator that formerly existed near the sewage

treatment plant. The base hospital operates its own incinerator which is

used primarily for the destruction of pathological tissues and cultures. A

third incinerator existed on base, and was used only for the disposal of

classified documents.

Fire training exercises provided a means of disposal for waste

oils, solvents, and Avgas. Six fire training areas were identified in the

review of base records and in interviews with base personnel. Of these,

only one (one on-base and one at the Terry County facility) remain active,

using JP4.

B. Disposal Site Identification, Evaluation, and Hazard Assessment

*. As a result of Phase I activities at Reese AFB, 36 sites/areas of

potential environmental concern were identified. A sumary listing of these

sites, including a brief description of the location and operation(s) con-

ducted is provided in Table IV-4.

In the following sections, each of the sites is described In greater

detail. Based on the information available, a determination of the potential

for hazardous chemical migration from the site was made. Those sites deter-

mined to pose a significant potential threat to human health and the environ-

ment via migration of hazardous constituents resulting from past operations

were analyzed using the Hazard Assessment Rating Methodology (HARM). The

Decision Tree logic used to determine whether each site should proceed to the

HARM rating step is outlined in Table 1V-5.

Screening of the original 36 sites resulted in 9 sites proceed-

Ing to the HAM model ra ing step. Thes sites, along with their AN
scores, are mmerized In Table V-1 (Concluslaw). The remllat sites,

tou$h determined to require no further study in their pmeat condition,

.1m i-



TABLE IV-4. COMPREHENSIVE LISTING OF POTENTIAL AREAS OF ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTMINATION IDENTIFIED AT REESE AFB, TEXAS

Site Site
I Description Status*

D-1 Landfill, southwest corner of base A
D-2 Landfill, south end of primary instrument runway I
D-3 Landfill, "at of Sewage Lake I

D4 Landfill, not fSewage Lk

D-5 Landfill, vest of Sewage Lake
D-6 Landfill, Terry County Auxiliary Field A

* D-7 Landfill, eastern boundary of Hurlwood acquisition I
D-8 Rubble area, playa bed near softball field I
D-9 Rubble area, northeast corner of parking apron I
D-10 Rubble area, northeast corner of base I
D-11 Rubble area/landfill, northwest corner of base I

• D-12 Rubble area, playa bed north of active fire training area I
D-13 Rubble area, between south ends of primary instrument runway

and runway B I
D-14 Rubble area, center of office area I
SI-I Surface impoundment, Industrial Waste Lake A
SI-2 Surface impoundment, Sewage Lake A
SI-3 Drainage impoundment, for runoff from active fire training

area (FT-1) A
SI-4 French drain, vicninty of CE paint shop I
FT-2 Fire training area, west of south end of runway A A
FT-2 Fire training area, east of texiway 10 1
FT-3 Fire training area, northwest bank of Sewage tUake I
FT-4 Fire training area, east of north end of primary instrument

runway I
FT-5 Fire training area, north end of taxiway 10 1
I-i Incinerator, near seagee treatment plant I
1-2 Incinerator, Base hospital A
1-3 Incinerator, center of office complex I
SP-1 Spill, POL storage area (Aquasystem)
SP-2 Spill, parking apron
SP-3 Spill, Base gas station
S-1 Storage area, PC's, #2108 A

S-2 Storage area, hazardous wastes, #2110 I

S-3 Storage area, salvage yard A

S-4 Storage area, drums, open area near salVe A

S-5 Storage area, underground waste oil tank, #450 A

S-6 Storage are, underground waste oil tank, 0503 A

SL Sludge spreaditg areas A

* A - active; I - Inactive.
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still represent potential environmental concerns. If future activities will

disrupt any of these sites, their potential for environmental impact should

be re-evaluated in light of planned activities.

1. Landfills and Rubble Areas

* |Throughout its history, Reese has used a number of different areas
on base for surface disposal of solid and liquid wastes. The locations of

all landfills and rubble areas identified in this study are shown on Figure

IV-2. The types of wastes which have been landfilled or landspread are very

diverse. However, to facilitate characterization of individual sites, the

following broad classification of waste types say be used:

Construction wastes - consist of asphalt, concrete, and demoli-

tion rubble. A potentially hazardous component, asbestos,

should not be a problem unless disturbed.

Domestic wastes - consist of paper, cans, glass and other miscel-

laneous trash. Although hazardous materials say be Included,

they should be in minute quantities and constitute limited prob-

lems. A potential problem could be the formation of methane and

hydrogen sulfide from the anaerobic decomposition of materials,

particularly if garbage is present.

Industrial wastes - consist of spent acids, bases, pesticides,

solvents, fuels and soil. Many of these materials are hazardous

and have the potential for migration.

a. Site D-1 Landfill, Southwest Corner of lase

The site (hereafter, "Smthest Lamd ill") is the ouly active

ladfiU within the base proper. The site wheh covers approximately 25

res has had mue or mere disposal treches active at my gives tme sIne*

the mid-1930's. At prest, only to tremehee for disposal of comstreeties
type wats are i Use. *mai, I& the peat, domei in hasaruos VMt
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are also known to have been disposed at this site. Figure IV-3 depicts the

distribution of all identified active and inactive trenches. Trenches for

household and comsercial wastes trending parallel to the north side of the

site were closed In 1972. At that time, new trenches were opened for con-

struction debris along the south edge of the area. The entire site was

closed to general dumping in 1977. Thereafter, disposal was restricted to

non-hazardous solid wastes only.

VUnfortunately, in the early days of operation, no written records

of the types and volumes of wastes and their exact disposal locations were

kept. Although permits for dumping were required and weekly inspections were

conducted from the mid-1960's onward, most of the information on the wastes

in the southwest landfill came from Interviews with former base employees.

Reportedly, during the late 1950's to early 1960's, a variety of

waste acids and cleaning solutions were disposed of in the Southwest Landfill.

Drums were transported to the site, drained, and the empty drums returned

to the salvage yard. One estimate places the annual volume of these wastes at

about 100 gallons during this period. Obter interviewees recalled approxi-

mately thirty 55-gallon drums of unknown origin, four 32-gallon drums of

paint chips and five 20-gallon containers of chromic acid being stored (and

possibly dumped) at the landfill around 1976. All empty containers were

returned for salvage.

Other wastes that were allegedly dumped at this site include scrap

aircraft tire debris (late 1950's), tractor trailer loads of lead pipe from

the old aquasystem (1960's), ether (volume unknown) from the base hospital,

dredged sludge from the Industrial Waste Lake (early 1M70's), and plating

task bottom sludges containing cadlum (1974 or 1977). Pesticides are also

kmmn to bave been disposed in two 300' z 30' x 15' treaches located near the

center of the ait (see Figue V-3).
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The Southwest Landfill was rated using the HARM model primarily

because of the known instances of disposal of hazardous wastes and the

remaining uncertainties with respect to actual volumes. In addition, the

naturally occurring soils in the disposal area are among the most permeable

identified. Therefore, there is a greater potential for contaminant migra-

tion from this site than elsewhere where soils are clay-dominated and less

permeable. The total HARM score for this site is 60.0.

b. Site D-2 Landfill, South End of Primary Instrument Runway

During the early 1960's and again in the 1980's, construction

debris and domestic trash were disposed of in a plays existing at the end

of the primary instrument runway. Subsidence over this landfill has adver-

sely ispacted the use of the runway.

Details regarding the wastes disposed in this landfill are sketchy..

It is believed that the quantity of waste materials is moderate, but the pre-

cise location of trenches is unknown. The types of waste materials identified

include concrete and asphalt debris, generally considered innocuous.

This site was not rated using AM since all available evidence

suggests that no hasardous wastes were disposed at this site.

c. Site D-3 Landfill, East of Sawage Lake

During the 1940'. open trenches located east of the Seage Lake

wre used for waste disposal. Generally these trenches ran north/south and

contained construction/demolition lumber and miscellaneous trash. Most of

this material was burned In the ditches, then covered over.

The exact locationm of the trenches are not knoqn. It is however,

Senerally believed that mderate amounts of material were disposed. Prther-

more, since the bae was closed during most of the period of landfill opera-

tics, ist of the disposed uterial onsisted of costtvcton debris.
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This site vas not rated using the RARK model, since no evidence

obtained during the records search or interviews suggested that hazardous

wastes were disposed in this area.

d. Site D-4 Landfill, North of Sewage Lake

During the 1950's to the mid 1960's, trenches on the north side of

Sewage Lake were used for waste disposal. Waste fuels, oils, construction

debris, paint chips and solvent were all disposed in several east/west

trending trenches. Allegedly water was sometimes present in the bottom of

the trenches, and occasionally direct connections to the playa were observed.

Subsidence over the trenches in the past was reported and continues to be

a minor problem. Prior to 1946, household and commercial wastes were land-

filled over a larger area identified by the Air Force, which included the

D-4 site.

The quantity of material disposed in Site D-4 was large, and essen-

tially all types of wastes, including some hazardous materials were disposed

of n the trenches. Reported observations of direct interconnection between

standing water in the trenches and the Sewage Lake suggest a high potential

for contaminant migation. For these reasons, this site was rated using the

HAIN model and received a score of 68.

e. Site D-3 Landfill, West Side of Sawaga Lake

During interviews with past base personnel, several et-wet

trending trenches were reported to baye existed on the vest side of the

wagse Lake. The trenches were probably used during the 1950's Sad early

1960'a for disposal of all types of base-emerated wastes that could have

Ialded industrial compoUmds sad waste oils. The types end quantities of

mastes, however, Is speculstive. Tim only physica evidence for the exsteace

of a landfill at tMs site is reported areas of subsidence alo g the perinter

teed that my am seee the g Sm treathes.
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This site was rated using the HARM model based on limited

evidence of potential contamination and a slight possibility of off-site

migration due to the site's proximity to the base boundary. Due to the

drainage pattern, however, any contaminant migration would be more likely

to occur in the direction of the Sewage Lake. This site received a

HARM score of 53.

f. Site D-6 Terry County Landfill

Wastes generated by Air Force personnel stationed at the Terry

County Auxiliary Field are disposed in a small landfill trench located in

the northwest section of the facility. The landfill includes limited con-

struct ion debris and residues from burning domestic trash/garbage. The

trench is active, the quantity of wastes disposed small, and the types of

wastes are non-hazardous. For these reasons, the site does not present an

environmental threat and does not require rating with the HARM model.

g. Site D-7 Landfill, Hurlwood Acquisition

A disposal area existed behind a cotton gin that formerly occu-

pied part of the property in Hurlwood acquired by the Air Force in 1978.
The wastes disposed reportedly consisted of only non-hazardous debris in-

cluding miscellaneous trash from the gin. It is believed the disposal area

did not accept any domestic or construction type wastes from residents of the

town of liurlw'ood.

On this basis, the site is not considered a hazardous waste dis-
posal area and can be eliminated from further considerat ion.
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h. Site D-il, Landfill, Northwest Corner of Base

This site reportedly consisted primarily of waste piles of asphal-

tic construction debris, resulting from runway demolition. Rovever, allegedly

in the early 1970's, thitty to fifty 55-gallon drums of material described

as "too toxic for the landfill and lakes" were emptied into trenches cut

into the construction debris. Two ur three years later the debris was

spread out over 3-5 acres along the northwest corner of the base.

This site was rated primarily on the basis of the alleged extreme

toxicity of the wastes disposed in the 1970's, despite the fact that the

potential for migration is low in this area of moderately low permeability

soils.

There are several factors that contribute to the difficulty in

rating this site: the lack of information on what exactly was dumped; the

subsequent spreading of the hazardous waste-contaminated asphaltic debris

over such a large area; and the amount of time that has elapsed since the

occurrence. In light of the foregoing considerations, the HARK rating of

44 is subjective.

i. Miscellaneous Surface Disposal Areas

Sitesa: D-8 Rubble area, playa bed near softball field
D-9 Rubble area, northeast corner of parking apron
D-10 Rubble area, northeast corner of base
D-12 Rubble area, playa bed north of active fire training

area
D-13 Rubble area, between south ends of primary instru-

sent rummy and runway 3
D-14 Rubble area, center of office area

The demolition of rumueys and buildings on Reese An has resulted

In the existence of mmerows surface disposal area listed above, which are

chatacteuised by concrete sm4 asphaltic debris. Apparently the northwest

lIstfill (Site D-11) was also of this type until it was alegedly used to

dispose of txic liquid asts.
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The actual boundaries of these rubble areas are typically diffi-

* .~cult, it not impossible, to define, as are the waste quantities which range

from small to large. The wastes however are generally considered innocuous.

A possible exception may be asbestos-bearing roofing materials that are

reportedly ubiquitous in these construction debris-type landfills. However,

if left undisturbed, any asbestos is unlikely to become airborne where it

would pose a threat to human health. Based on these considerations, the

above listed sites are referred to the Base Bioenvironmental Engineer for

consideration if future construction is planned at any of these locations.

However, within the scope of this project, they may be eliminated from further

consideration based on an absence of pathways for migration of the only

potentially present hazardous constituent, asbestos.
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2. Surface Impoundments

As discussed in the section on local geology, six playas exist

within the boundaries of Reese AFB. Two of these are used as natural sur-
~face impoundments; one for effluent from the sewage treatment plant and the

second for industrial waste streams from the shops and flightline. These

sites were identified as having potential for environmental contamination,

* "and are discussed below, along with two other sites where liquid wastes were

disposed. The locations of all four sites are shown on Figure IV-4.

a. Site SI-1 Industrial Waste Lake

The Industrial Waste Lake is located just within the base boundary,

south of the picnic area and west of the perimeter road (Spur 309). The

impoundment covers approximately 4.5 acres in the center of a larger natural

playa that extends off base property, across Spur 309. The part of the

*natural playa on base property has received storm drainage and industrial

*wastewater since 1942. Review of aerial photographs indicate that shortly

after the base reopened (probably around 1950) the playa was drained and

deepened, significantly reducing the actual industrial waste water contain-

ment area. In spite of this, during periods of heavy rainfall, the impound-

ment often overflowed, with wastewater at times covering almost the entire

area of the natural playa, including the adjacent privately owned property

across Spur 309.

In the early 1970's the Industrial Lake was again deepened with

dredged material disposed in the southwest landfill (D-1). In 1977, a pump

was installed in the Industrial Lake to prevent flooding. Before overflow

occurs, water is pumped out of the Industrial Lake and into the Sewage Lake.

In 1982, the system was further modified with installation of a one-way

valve interconnecting the two halves of the playa under the Spur 309 road.

This valve allows water to flow only into the Industrial Waste Lake from the

drainage area on the private property east of the road.

ZV-31
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Figure IV-4 * Locations of All Identified Surface Impoundments,
Reese All, Texas.
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Currently, the Industrial Waste Lake receives surface runoff from

most of the base area. This includes drainage from the flightline and

industrial shops. This wastewater routinely contains paint remover, drag-out

from the plating tanks containing chromium, cadmium, and acids, oil and

grease from the parking apron, detergents, etc.

t - A primary concern is the paint stripper which contains methylene
chloride. In the past, the paint stripping waste was simply washed to the

industrial drain. However, within the last year, the wastes are collected

by a wet-vacuum process prior to a rinsing of the hangar floor. This dilute

wastewater passes through an oil-water separator approximately 0.75 mile

from point of final discharge into the Industrial Waste Lake. This revision

in procedure should significantly reduce the amount of methylene chloride

discharged to the lake. (Previous analyses of lake water samples have

contained no methylene chloride.)

Periodic water analyses indicate that the Industrial Haste Lake

has occasionally contained low concentrations of metals and volatile organic

compounds. Bottom sediment and sludge samples contain several trace metals.

f However, E.P. Toxicity extractions indicate that these metals are In a

relatively imobile form.
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* 4,b. Site SI-2 Sewage Lake

The Sewage Lake is located just south of the Reese AFB sewage

, treatment plant where sewage is treated by a modification of the Hayes

jprocess which consists of screening, primary sedimentation, first-stage

contact aeration, intermediate sedimentation, second contact aeration and

final sedimentation. Effluent from final sedimentation is chlorinated and

flows into two small in-series lagoons, eventually entering the main playa

basin. The basin occupies approximately 35 acres in area, and the average

water depth is 2m. The bottom consists of natural lo-permeability clay

which is featureless and devoid of vegetation and debris.

The playa basin was modified in 1941 to receive treatment plant

effluent. After World War II, the base was closed until 1949 but continued

to serve as a housing area; thus, the sewage facilities remained operative.

Essentially, the basin has held water since 1941; however, on several occa-

sions the water was drained and on at least one occasion, the pond was

poisoned with toxaphene to kill salamanders. This was done to stock the

pond with fish, all of which died shortly thereafter.

Chlorinated water from the Sewage Lake is currently used for golf

course irrigation, and sewage digester sludge is spread and dried on the

plays banks, along sections of the perimeter road, and on the golf course

grounds. In the past, sludge was spread much more extensively throughout

the base (see Section IVB-7 for a more detailed description).

Sampling data indicate that the Sewage Lake water quality Is typi-

cal for a sewage lagoon. However, polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAR)

have been detected in low concentrations in the sludge.
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Historically, hazardous wastes have been disposed of in Sewage Lake.

For instance, in 1963, a large volume of asphaltic debris from runway demoli-

tion was dumped into the lake. Also, until the early 1970's, diesel oil was

periodically applied to the pond surface as a mosquitocide. For a short time

between mid-1980 and early 1981, solvents, waste oils, and other industrial

wastes from the flightline shops were introduced into the sewage system.

Total throughput of flightline wastes during this period is estimated as

hundreds of gallons.

Since 1977, the Sewage Lake has periodically received increments

of flow from the Industrial Waste Lake via an overflow pump installed in

the Industrial Lake. Thus, the Sewage Lake is a hazardous waste surface

impoundment under RCRA, since it is directly connected to another known

hazardous waste impoundment (the Industrial Lake).

The Sewage Lake was rated using the HARK model because the pre-

sence of hazardous constituents is confirmed albeit in low quantities; and

there is the possibility of natural migration of these constituents through

the soils. The practice of using Sewage Lake water for golf course irriga-

tion creates an additional pathway for potential contaminant migration.

The RANK score for this site Is 68.

c. Site S1-3 Fire Training Impoundment

Near the active base fire training area (FT-l) is a small (8' x 60')

trench filled with several inches of water. It Is near the center of a playa

that has been partially filled with concrete debris (D-12). A surface drain

from the fire training pit discharges ulS0 ft. from the trench. Also

around the edges of the trench are deposits of ash-gray material, possibly

discharged with drainage from the training area. There is no noticeable

petrolem film on the water surface.
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This impoundment collects local runoff which includes surface

drainage from a construction landfill, the southern end of runway A and the

fire training area. This site was determined not to represent a threat of

contaminant migration since It is located on the relatively impermeable soils
of a playa. bed and in view of the low volumes of wastewater and high evapora-

tion rate.

d. Site SX-4 Civil Engineering Paint Shop Trench

A trench (8' x low x 5' deep) with a gravel French Drain was used
to dispose of paint thinners and cleaners. This trench was located between
the paint shop and the railroad tracks (since removed). For several years

in the 1960's, kerosene, toluene, acetone, and laquer thinner (methyl alco-

hol?) were drained into the pit. When the gravel became clogged with paint,

the practice was discontinued and the ditch was backfilled.

The quantities of material disposed is unknown (probably small)

and the exact boundaries of the site are speculative.

This site was rated using the RMi model because of the documented

disposal of wasteas containing hazardous chemicals, and the potential for mi-
gration resulting from dumpiing of these liquids onto a highly permeable sur-
face. The Uhli score for this site is 56.

2. Fire Training Areas

Fire f ightiLug experience to gained by having installation personnel

routinely extinguish or purposely set fires. These fires are started msin
'waste' fuel and other flammable* from the base. Until the 1970's a major
compound utilized In fightin fuel f ires was carbon tatrehloride. &I=*e the

aid-197@'s, bromclowo -thme end bwemochorodifueoehe have bee"
stilisi. All of these fire ffghtin compounds as veil as leame asU~im

gas ad Jl-A (of ten mixed with, propemediol) am be expected to beom ma s
at fie tra"M*n agea".



Site FT-2, inactive since the mid-1960's, is typical of the fire

training pits. Fuel thinners and solvents (6-12 drums) would be emptied

onto some trash in an unlined pit. The fire would be started, allowed to

burn until very hot, then put out. The unburned fuels and extinguishing

agents would then be allowed to evaporate, percolate, or runoff. This activi-

ty would take place almost every weekend over a period of years.

At Reese AFB, five fire training areas were identified. Figure IV-5

illustrates their locations. All but one of the sites are now inactive. Two

inactive sites (FT-4, 5) have been regraded and scattered as part of on-going

construction activities, and the specific locations could not be identified.

Another two inactive fire training locations (FT-3 and 2) are probably intact.

One is on the edge of the sewage plays, the other near taxiway 10. The two

active fire training sites are located Just north of the southwest landfill

(FT-l).

In sumary, no environmental stress was observed at any of the in-

active fire training areas. It is therefore concluded that they pose no sig-

nificant risks to human health. Besides these facts, the location of the

sites are not precisely determined and sampling would, therefore, be difficult.

The active site (FT-1) is readily identifiable and is likely to contain con-

taminants in quantificable concentrations.

a. Site PT-1, Active Fire Training Area on Base

The active (since 1965) fire training site on base has a I M

rating of 54. This rating occurs from the presence end continued use of

halogenated hydrocarbons and the unknown potential of migration.
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4. Incinerators

Three incinerators have been used for disposal of a variety of

wastes at Reese AFB during its history. Currently, only one is active (1-2).

The largest incinerator (1-1) was demolished In the 1950's. Each of the in-

cinerators is described in the following sections, and their locations are
shown on Figure IV-6.

a. Site 1-1 Incinerator, Vicinity of the Sewage

Treatment Plant

A brick, natural gas-fired Incinerator with approximately a 40 ft.
chimney operated in an area near the sewage treatment plant from 1941 to the

early 1950's. it was used to burn virtually all wastes generated by the base

including domestic, construction and Industrial wastes. It is generally

believed that during the period the base was closed (1946 to 1949) few, if
any, industrial wastes were Incinerated.

The disposition of the residues from the Incinerator is unidocu-

mented. Allegedly the natural gas bqrners were left on most of the tine,

possibly leading to complete combustion or even va' atiliation of most of
the wastes.

Site 1-1 was not rated using 1*3 "s no evidence of awirommental

contamination wee uncovered during the data review or In Interview.

b. Site 1-2 Incinerator, base Hospital

This mimrtis to urr ::l uaed prtil toestroy pethomngi-

Sits 1-2 iwe not voted suoft NO a ine evident. et amwirommanl
eesdimU0 "NWmeitd with Saeateraae wesi 419~6 uiet a 

vmwa SOd aeof t Is toev"M *I* b"6 porosol.
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c. Site 1-3 Incinerator, Base Command Headquarters

A small incinerator was used to destroy confidential Material. NO

hazardous wastes were Incinerated; thus this site does not constitute a

hazardous waste disposal facility.
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5. Spill Areas

Small spills have occurred on Reese AFB. These spills are general-

ly cleaned up quickly, in compliance with all provisions of the base's Oil

and Hazardous Substance Pollution Contingency Plan (Reese Plan 705), and do

not have a significant enviromental impact. Typical of these are small

spills which routinely occur on the aircraft parking areas as a consequence

of fuel expansion in the aircraft fuel tanks and routine engine maintenance.

Small spills can also be expected from accidental overfilling of tanks and

off-loading of fuel trucks.

Three larger fuel spills were reported during interviews with base

personnel. The locations of those fuel spill areas are illustrated in

Figure IV-6.

a. Site SP-l Fuel Spill, POL Storage Area (Aquasystem)

During onsite interviews, it was learned that from approximately

1947 until the early 1960'e, the POL storage area used an "aquasystem".

This system was a network of underground Avgs" tanks connected by 12" lead

pipes which were supported on concrete pedestals. The entire system was

buried at a depth of 10' to 12'. Water was used as part of the fuel deli-

very system to float the fuel upward in the tanks and through the pipelines.

In about 1949, a major leak in the system occurred which was

recognized only after a nearby water supply well (04) began pumping AvSas.

By this time, it is estimated that on the order of 1000 gallons of mixed

Avgas and water (mix ratio unknown) had been lost. The well was subsequently

abandoned. Remedial actions taken to limit the damage included pimping gas

from the well, excavation of contaminated soil, end repair of the leaking

pipes. The excavated soil and the resulting pit and trmhes were allowed

to erate prior to backfliliug.
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This site was rated using the HARM model based on direct evidence

of migration of hazardous materials was provided by contamination of the

ground water from well #4 in 1949 (Site SP-1 received a HARM score of 67).

There is also the potential for continuing migration of whatever hydrocarbons

may have been left.

b. Site SP-2 Fuel Spill, Parking Apron

One interviewer recalled a spill of JP-4 which occurred on the

parking apron sometime between 1978 and 1980. He estimated that a volume of

60 to 70 gallons was spilled. Reportedly, the spilled fuel was rinsed to

the storm drain and the apron was squeegied down.

Since the JP-4 spill occurred on the parking apron (an impermeable

surface) and was promptly washed to the storm drainage system (which dis-

charges to the Industrial Waste Lake after passing through an oil/water

separator) this site is not considered to present an environmental hazard.

c. Site SP-3 Fuel Spill, Base Gas Station

Allegedly, in the early 1960's an Avgas spill occurred "near the

base gas station." The volume of gas lost was not estimated, however, it

was stated that a nearby well (#4) was contaminated with the gasoline.

We believe this site actually reflects the same incident that

reportedly occurred in the POL storage area (SP-1) in 1949. The same well

was reportedly contaminated. The discrepancies In the reported dates and

locations of the spill are probably a result of it having occurred more than

20 years ago. We have therefore not rated this site, but have shown the

location identified by the interviewee on Figure IV-6.
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6. Waste Storage Sites

Several hazardous material and waste storage sites have been located

on Reese AFB. These sites are areas of interest due to their potential for

environmental contamination and were reviewed during the on-site survey.

These sites are illustrated in Figure IV-7.

a. Site S-1 PCB Storage

The PCB storage area at Reese AFB is currently located in Bldg. 2108.

No incidents of spills or leaks were reported from this area. In 1981, one

or two leaking transformers were reportedly stored in Bldg. 73. According to

the transformer labelling, they potentially contain PCB's. They were stored

on concrete pads, with no external drainage, until they were disposed off-base.

b. Site S-2 Hazardous Waste Storage

Hazardous wastes were formerly stored at facility 2110. This area

is no longer used and no incidents of leaks or spills were identified.

c. Site S-3 Salvage Yard

Empty drums and other salvageable waste materials are stored at

facility 2104. No incidents of environmental contamination in this area

have been reported.

d. Site S-4 Drum Storage

Drums (55 Sal.) awaiting off-base disposal are stored on pallets.

The area did not have a contairient system until 1963. During a routine

Texas Department of Health Inspection, this Inadequacy was discovered. At

the same time, one bulging drum yes found.* It had not ruptured and the con-

tests were transferred to another drum before any enviromeental damage

occurred. Thes" minor violations have been resolved.
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e. Site S-5 Underground Waste Oil Storage Tank

A 550 gallon underground storage tank for waste automotive oil is
located at Bldg. #450. This tank has been used since 1972. No Incidents

of leaks were reported.

f. Site S-6 Underground Waste Oil Storage Tank

A 5,000 gallon underground storage tank for waste automotive oil
is located at Bldg. 503. No Incidents of leaks have been reported.

7. Sewage Digester Sludge Spreading Areas

Throughout Reese Afl's history, sewage digester sludge has been
used at many locations to fertilize grassy areas. Figure IV4 show the
location where this practice is continuing as well as past spreading areas
identified by interviewees. Currently, sludge is spread primarily along the
perimeter road, on the north bank of the Sewage Lake, and on the golf course
greens.

In actuality, areas that were at one time used for sludge epieedlag
may be even more extensives then those shown on the map. several Lot auvues
agreed that "sludge has been spread at almost every place on the base where
there's grass".

Analyses of the sinage, sludge Indicate that Volynucler extintic
hydrocarbons (PAM) are a mimer oetipsm-1t. Somowr 4, at the levels detested,
the 1PAR' s do not constitute a MOO~t bemard.

A potemtIal mou ossclad vit4 the sludgo e.sthe rsjgetS&a
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The areas on the base where sludge spreading has occurred are too

widespread and poorly defined to rank using the UHM model. lowever, areas

used f or spreading prior to 1976 should be reviewed by the Base Sioeuviron-

mental Engineer and a determination made as to whether the sludge used con-

tained chromic acid waste.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

The goal of the I2P Phase I is to identify sites where there is the

potential for environmental contamination resulting from past waste disposal

practices and to assess the probability of contaminant migration from these

sites. The conclusions given below are based on the assessment of information

collected from the project team's field inspection, review of records and files,

review of the environmental setting, and interviews with base personnel, past

employees and regional, state, and local government officials. A listing of

all interviewees and outside agency contacts is provided in Appendix B.

Table V-1 is a ranking of the potential contamination sites iden-

tified at Reese AFB by their final HARK scores. A sumlary of HAM subscores

for those sites is also provided. The meteorology, geology and population

characteristics for most of the sites are very similar, so some effort was

made to emphasize the differences between the sites. In addition, many of

the data are somewhat speculative, being primarily based on interviews and

worst case scenarios.

Receptor scores ranged from 44.4 to 63.3. The two lakes and the

adjacent landfills had the highest scores. They were nearest the center of

the base and attendant living areas. Also, a golf course has been construct-

ed over most of this area, attracting potential receptors.

Waste characteristic scores ranged from 30 to 100. The potential

for plating wastes (metals) Wd aSt oily wastes contributed to the range.

The presence of liquid wastes also contributed to the high values.

Patbmy scores reanged fra 3$.0 to 100. The relatively low per-

eability soils, a deep aquifer sad little evidence of migratifo of aste

created low scores. The higbet scoe was *4e to Avg"a detecated In Well 4

after the squ1system @pill.
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The two lakes have natural clayey substrates (if still intact after

dredging). The Industrial Lake has a valve and pump to decrease spread of

contamination. The aquasystem spill received evaporative treatment before

backfilling. These management techniques (natural and man-made) created a

difference between the raw and final scores.

In summary, most of the receptor and pathway scores are low, due

to the flat land, arid environment and agricultural land use. The two lakes

ranked highest, since alleged contamination already exists in surface water.

The two largest landfills ranked the next highest, since they had the largest

volumes of waste. The aquasysten spill rated high because migration of

Avgas into well 4 in 1949 is documented. The rest of the sites had lower

final scores, primarily due to small waste volumes and low population densi-

ties.

First-hand evidence of environmental contamination (visual obser-

vations or odor) was noted only at Site SI-I, the Industrial Waste Lake

(highest HAM score) and the active fire training area (FT-1). The Indus-

trial Waste Lake was rated using the BAIN model because of the well docu-

mented historical use of this lake to dispose of hazardous waste streams

and the potential for off-site contaminant migration via flooding prior to

1977. Since 1977, interconnection of the Industrial Lake with the Sewage

Lake/golf course irrigation system introduces a secondary potential path-

way for contaminant migration. The RAi1 score for this site is 75.

Although the Sewage Lake (S1-2) received the second highest RAIN

score (68) based on o2tential for environmental coaination, existing

analysis of the surface water and sewage sludge are generally typical of

sewage lagoons. Polymuclear aromatic hydrocarbons were detected in manor

quantities.
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The hazard associated with the aquasystem spill may actually be

lower than the RARM rating implies. Although it was a significant spill,
due to the length of time since the Avgas spill occurred and the remedial

actions implemented at the time of discovery, the probability of this site

being a continuing source of contmination Is low. In addition, the contami-

nation would be so diffuse within the ground-water system that concentrations

in samples would be below detection limits. A method of detection would be

difficult to identify.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

The final HARK scores of each of the nine rated sites ( a total of

36 sites were screened) were compared and a relative scale of potential risk

was developed (Table VI-l). Of greatest concern are high risk potential

sites SI-1 and D-4. Recomendations for Phase II activities at these sites

are provided in Section VI A-1.

Based on the conclusions stated in Section V, Sites SP-l (aquasystem

spill) and SI-2 (Sewage Lake) have been re-evaluated and considered to pose

a low risk of environmental impairment. No Phase II activities are recommend-

ed at this time.

Sites receiving a moderate potential risk rating are the Southwest

Landfill (D-1) and the CE Paint Shop trench (SI-4). Suggested limited Phase

II investigations are described for these sites in Section VI A-2.

The remaining three rated sites (FT-1, D-5 and D-11) are considered

to have a low potential risk. On the basis of data currently available, no

further actions are recommended.

Although the remaining 27 nonrated sites were determined to not

r-iquire further study in their present conditions, they still represent

potential environmental concerns. And, they should be evaluated for euvi-

ronmental impact prior to any activities which night cause disruption.

A. Recommended Phase II Activities

A stepwise approach has been taken In reclmding Phase tZ activi-

ties. This approach provides the most cost-effective mesas of determining

whether eaviroumntal contamination from past disposal activities has occur-

red, and if so, the eate t of the impact.
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TABLE VI-1. POTENTIAL RISK RANKING BASED ON
FINAL HARK SCORES

Final HARM Potential
site # Description Score Risk

SI-i Industrial Waste Lake 75.3

SI-2 Savag. Lake 68.9 Hg

D-4 Landfill, north of Sewage Lake 68.1

SP-l Spill, POL Storage Area (Aquasystem) 67.9

D-1 Southwest Landfill 60.0 Moderate

SI-4 CE Paint Shop trench 56.0

FT-i Active Fire Training Area (Reese) 54.2

D-5 Landfill, west of Sewage Lake 53.3

D-11 Northwest landfill/Rubble Area 44.4Lo

FT-6 Active Fire Training Area (Terry County) 40.4



1. Phase II Activities for High Potential Risk Sites

a. Site SI-1 Industrial Waste Lake (HAM Score - 75)

Due to the nature of the substrate underlying the Zndustrial Lake

and composing the playa bed in which it is located, it is doubtful that im-

pounded wastes have migrated to the Ogallala aquifer, some 150+ ft. below

the land surface. However, periodic flooding prior to installation of an

overflow pump in 1977 may have resulted in off-site migration with resultant

soils contamination.

As a preliminary step to determine if contamination has occurred,

three suggested soil sampling locations (2 within the base and a third

off-base if possible) are shown on Figure VI-1 (Step I). Soil samples could

be obtained by hand augering to 10 ft., with samples taken at 2.5 ft.

intervals. Considering the nature of wastes disposed at this site, it is

recoamended that samples be analyzed for oil and grease, Pb, Cr, and Cd,
and volatile organic halocarbons (EPA Method 602).

An expanded soil sampling program (Step 2) designed to determine

the areal extent of contamination should be undertaken only if results from

the first round of sampling are positive. Four additional locations are

shown on Figure VI-1. These samples should be obtained and analyzed as des-

cribed above.

If contaminant migration has extended to the second phase sites,

the possibility of ground-vater contamination becomes more likely. In this

senario, it is recomended that a single ground-mter wll be smplaced

along the edge of the Industrial Lake and that water from the Ogallala Aqui-

fer be saoled for the parameters described previously.

If ground-vter onatsmiation is foued to bm octurTed at the

IndustriaL take, the Se"ge Lake (Site SI-2) Eheuld be re-eveusted for Its

potestial risk is iew of the am d9.
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b. Site D-4 Landfill North of Sewage Playa (HARM Score - 68.1)

If contamination exists, it is probably migrating toward the playa.

For this reason several hand augered soil and soil moisture sampling sites are

located, as shown in Figure VI-2. Sampling is to be accomplished as

described previously. A full GC/MS (EPA 624 and 625) and metals (IPC) scan.1

of collected materials, composited by hole, should be accomplished. If

further sampling is required, specific indicator parameters are to be chosen

for the analyses.

Full determination of the areal extent of contamination is to be

accomplishe4 by this recommended program. Further hand augering and sampling

by depth should be completed (splitting original samples, compositing half

and holding the remainder is effective) in order to assess vertical migration

of contaminants. If analyses of samples suggest the possibility that con-

taminants have migrated vertically to the water table, drilling to the aquifer

to assess the contaminant plume may be required.

VI-
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2. Limited Phase II Activities for Moderate Potential Risk Sites

a. Site SI-4 CE Paint Shop Trench (HAWm Score a 56.0)

The precise location of the trench has not been determined. The*-

retically, a detailed resistivity study over the general area could be used

to locate concentrations of conductive solvents. However, the small size of

the area and residual volumes in question do not favor this method. A

grid array of 5 or 6 soil sampling sites should be established. (See des-

cription of Step 1 soil sampling program at Site SI-1). If a trench location

can be established, hand auering two holes to sample materials below the

gravel is recomended. GC/MS analysis for volatiles (EPA 624) should be

utilized to identify and quantify contamination.

b. Site D-1 Southwest Landfill (HARK Score - 60)

A limited Phase II soil sampling program is recomeended to determine

if environmental contamination has resulted from this moderate risk site. A

preliminary round of soil samples is recomsended to be obtained by hand auger-

ing at the four locations identified in Figure VI-3. Soils should be sampled

to a depth of 15 feet at 2.5 ft. intervals. Since the natural sols in this

area are known to be among the most permeable on the base, undisturbed m-

plea should be obtained, if possible, and tested for physical as well as

chemical parameters. Recoumended analyses include porosity, permeability,

pesticides, cadmium, chromium, lead, and volatile organic halocarbons (IPA

Method 602). Depending on the results of these preliminary analyses emplace-

ment of a single ground-water well may be advisable near the most highly

contaminated soil sampling site to assess potential ground-4ater contamination.

YE-?
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3. Sewage Digester Sludge Spreading Areas

The areas on the base where sewage digester sludge has been spread

to fertilize grassy areas are too dispersed and poorly defined to rank using

the HARK model. As stated in Section IV, a potential concern associated

with the sludge is the possible addition of chronic acid as a procedure used

for waste acid disposal prior to 1976 (USAF memo dated 30 April 1976). Areas

which were spread with the sludge prior to 1976 should be evaluated to deter-

mine if the sludge contained chromic acid waste.

• V14@
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nD &. BLOOD

UDIICATION:

ILL, B iology (Aquatic ecology), Virginia COMmOInath SivsrsitYs 1973.

&8. *geneal Science (Biology sad Chemistry), Virgin"a P*lytochoic Uasti-
tuts,19.

biologist, Radian Coporation, 1981-ftesent.

Semi.r Consultat, Seagull Rovirmmtal contrul, 1900-19610

Techaical F~id Advisor. U. S. IPA eagiou .TLow ImgineerimS Contract, 1979.

Aquatic Zcologist, Law Egiaaring Teatime Co.,* 1976-1979.

Staff Biologist, Virginia electric ad Vower Co.,* 1973-1976.

Visiting Scholar, Sithsonian Institute, 1973.

Toeing Assistant, Virginia Coronaeth Vaiersity. 1971-0973.

Tenaher, Esmico County (Virginia) Public Schools. 1969-1971.

FIRLDS 01 EMDUIZUCE:

At Bodies, 1k. Bloed is responsible for anaging the colletion# identifiLes-
ties, sad interpretation of ecological data. 31. particoule:ara of expertise
involves aquatic ecology and environmntal toxicology IMe following project
experience demonstrate$ his expertis.

Mr. Blooed is a task leader to evaluate aiming applictions few OWL TA this
capacity Appaent #C.14ttemo Seviue (AUK) and Tesbhoel Amlys MT) are
beit" aseemliad. 1 -1 -, issues iscue. higbiwalls. law. "opee's eni
Prey abowdefte in "vslte to re"lsce. a .VIM

ft. Ste lodbas also visit"d several ses-fonese Lastfies %* psevide mdi.f-
Visual afe~t in relatieo S .8. If's Iftlat *idame dmelsqkt
sind/.v t. pa"Fide input to I hipa"tl I iom LiaSbi tainiMe we-

Mr. Blood was Proet Sjwter on a subsntat ifee Owve f**11ft te
PrejAst. bileostian of - asutle eeogleal dose, imelediftg outl of 9ak,
sod PlMUSS datas Vma d thetemi bseft Was 6008"dd 1W fe te-
tiees Jue""in frere siom Sele to"a a" s weavdwe.
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fred B. Blood

As a tosk director, Mr. Blood was involved in assessing potential eaviroa-
mnmtal impacts from proposed mitigation procedures at a hazardous waste site
in Southewr Califorsa. This task involved evaluatiom of poumd voters air
quality, ad tra spertatiom for the redispol of 200,000 yd3 of hasardos
material.

As a task director, Mr. Blood was responsible for evaluating an urban lake
below an uncontrolled hass4ous waste site (U.S. SA Superfuad Site). This
project iLovlves the collection of biotic, water, sod sediment smples. Iz-
teusive oranic and metal saalyses have boaw accomplished to document ezistiag
conditions and derive a monitoriag program for the future. A cost-effective

ousiteriug program based em pirical data and enviromuntal fate mdeling was
proposed.

Hr. Blood was Project Director of a study couceruing six ursaia mine re:lama-
tie* poeds in Southeast Taes. This study involved the quastiufcatiom of
phyaic-ebmLcal data, periphytom. fisk, mnaropbyte , phytoplaakton, se-
plsaktoa, and aquatic uscrephytes. Also Inaluded are limited chaical galy-
s"s of the water colum and detailed trace metal and radiomuclide datemniz-
tis of water, sedmts, and various aquatic biotic food chains. The "*a-
natio imeluded lnsights Lute the relative success and failure of reclamation
processee,

As an Scolo8y Task Leader, 1k. Bled was responsible for input into as euvi-
rgmntal assesment for a li pis Iaifieatie plant located in Northeast
Teasi This study includes all th standard terrestrial ad aquatic studies
including wetlands, vegetative inppisg vldllife, &ad aquatic euvironmts.

Mr. Blood has also bee lnolved with eviroaneatal studies associated with a
yarfguls plant an the Ohio Ilaevor nlodplat L zetucky. itspomebilities

included saslyses of endempord and protested species, watlads, fisheries,
ncroimvereebates, sad plamt . A =nA-responsive study was acemiplised.
s als provided Input Les these ether ligaite projects, either at eas see-
logical resne*$ or aquaelc ee ure level. Tse lnputs were primarily
caemeed with of"a rue or Other stisg preme.

mite with edlam, Wk. Bloed bas provided asbestes Lupetim serviee to a
lare State hospital L W ir mtsriag easmsaltat to ay industries
tbhosum t tense, sd helped vish the trainig of laborers Lu sevsul states
Ids last presse pvLs s the attedee s of the fteerm Callefla Labeee
Trasing Gnaer with e eial emrllatism by G@4Sk as aeestoe Mhe

sad rted a prose.. m the kate my require am eurimtp eega
prnetife of "ases weehks. Ik. 3leed has also perlelpted i wtfaS
revw"O speefIicase, air mmletri& a" qait~sy eatst in suNtoen
ronvel entrases tbesgbwesS he .1#.
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Fred 3. 11004

As Senior Consultant for the Seagull Enviroomeutal Company, Nr. Blood had a
variety of responsibilities. Many buildings and structures more inspected and
evaluated by Mr. 31.04, including work for various school districts, vaiver-

si. aood serve iTnsaly Mirl Atodis retthen on. asbestos-

schools program for Region V (Chicago). In this capacity he made over 60
presentations to 2,500 people &cross the six-state region Be inspected ad
evaluated more than 100 schools and provided advice to numerous contractors
and analytical laboratories in becoming involved in asbestos abatement activ-
ities.

As an Aquatic Biologist with Law Eagimeering Testing Company, Mr. 31ood ws
Project Director for a baseline aquatic survey for a paper mill in the Ocone
liver, near Dublin, Georgia. The study included physico-chemical data. fish-
eries, periphyton, and macrohenthos collected at seven stations during four
seasons.08

Mr. 31.04d was co-director for a water quality managmeant study for the Corps
of Engineers. The study involved two one-year studies of two reservoirs
(Carters Lake and Lake Allatoona) in Georgia. The"e studies involved twice
seasonal collections at over 15 stations on both reservoirs. Data collected
included: physico-chomical profiles, nutrients, trace metals, and organic
pesticides in the water colins; fisheries; mace.thos; sooplankton; pern-
phyton; Rester-Dendy substrates; algal growth potential; ad trace metal and
organic pollutants in various portions of the aquatic food chain. All data
underwent rigorous QA/QC audits and were coded into the U. S. WVA SZOSZT data
base*

As a biologist for Virginia Electric and Power Compaay, Mr. 31o04 was respon -
sible for biological analyses of aquatic onviroommts associated with nine
operational sites and two site screening studios. The operation studies in-
cluded six estuarne ad three hresheater sites. Ur. B1.04 studied thermal
and velocity discharge effects on maereiovrtebrate sad fish comnoities. Es
also evaluasted impiomeat and entralumae Too sites, one estuszuimo end one
freshmster, Included nclear poweg stations and Nr. Blood supervised collec-
tions for radiounclide studies.

In the aumye sod fall following graduate school, Mr. 31o04 was co-holder of a
visiting sebolar fellowship to study the frooswter elon (Uniosidee) of
Virgiia e also at tended a biological field anq sponsored by the Uiver-
sity of Umutona en Platheed Lake, Mantas. While in Mntana. he studied
trephia states in two pot-hole lakes, ofvalgae, A"d psical geology.



Fred 3. Blood

As a graduate student, Mr. Blood was involved in various studies, including:
intensive catfish culture, prianry productivity (conventional and as C14 );
fishery surveys, acid miss drainage, post-ispounommt surveys, and his thesis
on freshwater Clowe

t While teaching general, earth, end biological sciences to eighth and ninth
graers Mr blod artciptedin sumer research projects. These studies

involved pro-ispounmaet surveys for a large recreational reservoir to be
utilized by a nuclear power plant and acid-nine recovery studies.

DOUCRAIT A=~ PRDFESSIORAL SOCIITIKS:

Society of Invironuetal Toxicology and Chemistry, Amrican fisheries Society
(Certified fisheries Scientist), eological Society of Amrica, Sport Fishing
Instituate.

PUICATIOUS:-

"Inviroumental Assessment of the Remedial Action Alternatives for the McCall

Site," Fullerton, CA, (Radian Report) 1963.

"DieetUtiiseionof Geothermal Energy for Space and Water Seating at
MerinTexs's(Radian and DOhIT 27059-1), 1983.

"Reematon 1poudmat Stdyt AnAnalysis o qai aiaeCetdi
the Reclamation of Uranim Surface Mines in South Central Texas," (Radian
Report) 1983.

"Development of a Monitoring Program to Evaluate the Effect of Remedial
Actions at the Lipaui Landfill on Alcyon Lake, Pituan, New Jersey,' (Radian
Report) 1983.

eology - J& "Umvirommental Consideration and Air Quality Modeling for the
dgswnd and Mustang Creek Prospects and Associated Imerg Park," (Radian

Report) 1981.

Aquatic Resources Chapter - J& "Prelimnuary lavirommental Analysis Report
for Coal gasification Plant, Snderso, Kentucky," (Radian Report) 1961.

"Oeomee River Biological gaseline Ivaluation," (Law Engineering Report) 1980.

'COntract Rmport - A Water Quality Nanagamt Study of Carters Lake, 0A,' (Law
Imsifeering RePort) 1980

"COetract Seport - A Water Quality Manaegment Study of Sake Al latom, GA."
(Lmw Ene wrim$ Report) 19m
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Fred B. Blood

* "A 316(b) Study of the Lansing Smith Stem Plant," prnpared for Coulf Power
Company (Law Engineeriag Report).

"A Preliminary Comparison of TWO Oidation lon". with Different Trophic states
in CetCal Virginia,"0 co-authored with J. Reed and G. ISesel, Va..J.

.1 is ~Mi. 23 (2), 1973.

"A Laboratory Beated laeway for Studying the Biology of Channel Catfish
U(talus onsitus)," co-authored with J. Roed and G. Sausel, ft n
i.U Zii kalturis 35 (1), 1973.

"A Check List-of Usionid fauna (Nollusea:Bivalvia) in the Panunkey River
System, Virginia," co-authored with L. Riddick, InI 68 (2), 1973.

PUUISIONAL FSUT05

"Investigation of Nutrient Factors Limiting Phytoplankton Productivity in
Two Central Virginia Ponds" (with J. Reed,. G. Sausel, and L Winfrey),
Annual Meting, Association of Southeastern Biologists, Mobile, AL, 1972.

"Preliminary Comparison of Two Oxidat ion Ponds with Different Trophic States
in Central Virginia." (with J. Reed, 6. Ssoosl, sad L Winfrey), Annual Nset-
ingo Association of Southeasters Biologists, Mbile, AL, 1972.

* "tlniosidam (ftllusca) of the Pmaunkay River, Virginia" (with M. Riddick and
J. Roed), Annual Meeting, Association of Southeastern Biologists, Savannah.
QA, 1974.

"An Itffects Assessment of Impingemet at the Lansing Smith stem Plant" (with
LA. Garrett), Annual Meeting, Association of Southeastern Biologists,
Tuscaloosa, AL, 1976.

"Strategies of Collecting Mcro invertebrates," Annel Meeting, Georgia fish-
esris Workers Associatio,Rise, GA, 1976.

"Asbestos in Schools, Its Evaluation, Its Solutions," 65 locations throughout
sin states (NI, IL, OE, 23. NO. WU, 1979.
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lATMN A. IRUND

UUCATIOI:

ILA.,* Regional Panning. University of North Carolina, Chapel Kill, VC, 1963.

ILA., I nglish, Uiversity of Texas, Austin, TX, 1976.

UZUIC R:

Staff Socioecosomist, Radian Corporattion, Austin. I, 1983-Present.

Survey Coordinator, Center for lealth Services, Nashville, TY, 1982.

Research Assistant, Department of City and Regional Planning, Chapel Kill, 2C,
1961-1962.

grants Administrator, Aerican Insititute for Learning, Austin, TX, 1976-1981.

ILDS OF 1ZPRXZCS:

Na. Farisad is is the Polity Analysis Division of Radian Corporation. Ner
fields of expertise art resource economics. energy policy analysis, socioeco-
snic impact evaluation, ad water resources. Wile at Radian, Me. lerland
has participated is projects concerning energy and comodity price forecasts,
socioeconomic impact evaluation, and environmental regulations and pemmitting
at basardous waste sites.

No. Portend was Leader of the cbmdity and energy price forecasting task for
an economic and technical feaibility study of electricity generation tech-
sologiss for the Air Fore. On this project. she reviewed several national
energ supply sad diamd nsdoe sad regionalized price forecasts to the
southern California market. These forecasts served as the basis for Wads-
trial gas price projections. At Iadian, go. Perlaad be* also participated in
several projects related to hazardeus waste. Qua involved assessing the
supply and demand for tehnolegies which degrade dismiss. In another study,
she assessed resarch needs Is the national haserdous waste site cleanup pro-

Va. Ferlad has also coaducted polity ad project studies for local and #tate
goversmests and esamic devmts in the areas of water resources and hee
ards waste disposal. These studies includes an evaluation. of the impact of
isdustrial locattan deeisisos on Water supply and eff lenst treatment capaci-
ties; a projection of the ispacts of watershed deve lopment em "phphrous cow.

osutiss is Rioh Point Lahe, Wrth Carolina; as soalysis of the ane of
utility extensise polity as a growth maagement tool;, ad evaluaties of the
technical and fiaeal optiems for controlling inative baserdeus waste sites
in Worth CarOlia

A-
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Kathey A. Ferland

Bear thesis, "Cost-Benefit Analysis and Inviromental Standard getting: A Case
Study of the Implementation of Executive Order 12291," examines the use of
ecosmic analysis in the setting of water pollution control guidelines. This'
paper also analyes the Iel and ormizational background influencing the
standard setting process for the steel industry NAT and SUT guidelines and
evaluates the eniironsntal modeling component of WVA'S cost-benefit analysis.

No. Ferland coordinated a survey to over 1200 people in rural Kentucky to
ascertain the health effects of contaminated drinking water. She has ezperi-
ence in the initiation, design, inplemetation, and analysis of surveys.

1s. erland performed adminiscrative and management functions at the American
Institute for Learning, a not-for-profit educational institute. As a Grants
Ad inistrator, she was responsible for all aspects of grants managescst, pro-
posal and budget preparation, and reporting.

nOvSSxOINAL SOCIWIS:

American Planning Association.
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ITl1. ELLIS it

EDUCATION:

I. S., ChesistrY, Southwest Texas State University at s Marcos, TI, 1977.

* Staff Scientist, Radian Corporation, Austin, Texas, 1977-Present.

Technician, Radian Corpoaration, Aust in, Texas, July-August 19716.

Lab Assistant, Texas State Department of Reaith, Austin, Texas, 1972-1975.

FILDS O 02111ECE

Since coming to Radian in 1977, Mr. Ellis has been involved full time in high
ad low temperature aqueous corrosion research. So is Radian'sa resident spe-
cialist in the electrochemical aspects of corrosion of many alloy systems,
including steel ad stainless steels, as well as alminm-. cobalt-, copper-,
nickel-, titaniamn-, and sirconium-baW alloys, in a wide variety of dilute
and concentrated aqueous salt solutions containing dissolved cowrosive gases
such as sulfur oxides, hydrogen sulf ide, carbon dioxide, and oxygen.

* Is the field of Frlue Gas Desulfurmsation (FB) materials technology, Mr. Ellis
is data analysis task leader for an ongoing F=I system component failure
analysis project. This project's goal is determination of root-cause-of-
failure of MB system compoenets. As task leader, Mr* Ellis has directed the
field investigation and subsequent laboratory analysis of numerous MB system
component failures including metal structural elemnts, linings, sad slurry
handling equipment. Ie is serving or has served as an MB system materials
consultant to a numer of utilities, including Colorado-Ute Electrical Asso-
ciat ion, Kiunhota Power Cooperative, Xseehewla Power, Potswe Ilectric Power
Company, Now York State Gas ad Eletric Corporation, Txe Utilities Generat-
Lng fteay, and West Pam Tower company.

to the geothemal mterials techmology fiLeld, Mr. Ellis's pvimary responsi-
bility is Project Numege fer tdo Geothemmal Materials Analysis Project. As
such, he has responsibility for the technical adequacy of the project which
provides setheumal corrosion 044e,in s16uPPOrt to IU toheual SNOWg
pie jests, provides geethemeel 0 smet faiure "alysis, ad has produced a

C 1waal Iaar la a 1~e*~i a hIsloodsw beek, Wader
thi. proect, wa El s reepeatiblo for falue lys of onvement.
£ rem iNerWa geethemal pow syetane includIngth art n W4 Pwar sta-
tism, 1kxic.; The eeers Porn, Statios. Oki the M-.'W = Direet Conteset

* BLOW domeeer, st W814 ~a; the "son Poe Crperatias lowB Usm
emterasast U s Oam I"th Raft liVer sw Blowy Seaewater, =1 the

zarderell# Powe tatics Italy& Md the aet fty tock Project at textes LIl,
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Peter P. Ellis 11

* UK. Failure analyses of components from direct utilization systems in Cali-
fornia, Colorado, Mlontana, Nevada, and Oregon have also boen performed.

Previously, Mr. Ellis was principal investigator for the development of X&I=
rtel selection Qud Isa xo -It~m N=rg Utilizaio Rutm a proj-
ect sponsored by the United States Department of Energy. In the comrs of

.1 this investigation, Mr. Illis and/or his coworkers studied first-hand the
corrosion problems encountered at geothermal power plants in Japan, Zeland,
Italy, Fmeico, El Salvador, and Now Zealand, as well as in the United States.
Direct applications of geothermal energy in New Zealand, Iceland, and the
United States were also investigated.

Mr. Ellis was also Project Director for a recently completed "Downall Pump
Reliability* study which assessed the state-of-the-art of high-temperature
dowwell geothermal production pumps.

Mr. Ellis serves as a geothermal materials and corrosion engineering consul-
taut of international resputation. Re has provided geothermal corrosion engi-
neering support to the Klamath Falls District leating Project, OIL; the
Susanville Geothermal District Beating Project, CA; the Raft liver 5W Binary
Generator Project, IW; the Arkans"a Power and Light 100 1W Direct Contact
Biary Generator Project, AR; the Baca 50 1W Generator Project& UK; the SIC
and 39 SOW binary Generator Project at lebor, CA;, the HPG-A. 3W V4llhead
Generator Project, Puna, BY; and other (privately-owed) projetts.

I. Aside from his primary responsibilities, Mr. Ellis supplies corrosion engi-
neering support as required to other Radian projects. This activity has in-
cluded material testing and selection for two geothermal direct utilization
projects in Teoa#, as well as material testing and corrosion engineering in
flue-gas desulfurization plants, and corrosion asaessinnto of hazardous waste

handling systems.

Mr. Ellis is or has been an active participant in a number of committees and
advisory bodies concerned with materials and corrosion. Theo* bodies include
the National Academy of Science Materials Advisory board, the Centers for
Analysis of Thermal/Mechanical Energy Conversion (C&T/NEC), the National Asso-
ciation of Corrosion Engineers (3&CI) Consittees T-ZE and T-57, the Amrican
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTK) Cmittees L45.409 the Industrial
Advisory Board on Geothermal Well Casing and Drill lips, and the Advisory
Dowdi on D&OWle Pump Beauings.

Zn April 1961, mr. Ellis Chaired the Symposium on Corrosion A scaling at the
MUMs S StoI Ld eohml EeMece g=&2srW& Tianj in, China.

Wile on temporary ossigoneat to Radian' s Ambient Aix Mnitoring Department,
Mr. EIl developed a seoomptationel method for rapid on-site evaluation of
Sigh Velma Air Sampler calibration dasta; significantly Increasing data cap-

@1151/64A-12
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Peter I. Ellis 11

Mr. Ellis' initial work at Radian was on the pilot plant phase of the *1cc-
trochemical regeueratiLji\stage of a proprietary pollution control system.
Mr. Ellis made significant input into experimnt and Component design.

Prior to joining Radian, Kr. Elis was employed by the Taeas Department of
Health, where he worked on the development of DZ..Tamnuzz a special
growth meditm £0! isolation and identification of IL £0IZKySuBJ the
causitive agent of gonorrhea. On this project, Mr. Ellis studied the selec-
tivity and specificity of the TS Trausport and was responsible for quality
control of 50,000 units/month of this product.

PKOVESSIOEAL AND TZCUICAL IUNIHRSKIPS AND ABSOCIATI.ONS:

American Society for Testing and Naterials (ASTH), National Association of
Corrosion Engineers (lAC), Geothermal Resources Council (MRC).

fICIPhJ. PMIICATIOUS:

Ellis, P.1., Ravi"w of Shall-sdTb eetEeamtlmiasdCroini
Geothermal Posing Pla Service DON Contract MS-AC03-4SR11503; MTS Pub r-..
DDEIS/11503-2, Radian Corporation, Austin, TZ, December 1963.

Ellis, P.F. and 3.3. Villimonm,Sae--teAtAs mtofetera
Dmwmal Im RlLhiri IM Proect go. 11195-4, Radian corporation,

Austin, 11, May 1963 (manuscript accepted August 1963).

Smith, C.3. and P.?. Ellis (P.1.), AidodA-tA-tril Seletio Gadla
for m~mlIhm up 1418~oulymm DOE Contract I-ACO2-793T27026 end

33-AC0351153 N.11 Pub Code DO k/7026-1, RtAian Corporation, Austin,
U,. My 1963.

Ellis, 1.F., C.C. Smith, LL. Eammey, D.L. Kirk, and ILI. Cemover, Sqrnalm
lefemanforGeoher alf -hl 0aeil MReein Contract US-ACOS-

615111503, NTI Pub Code 9=l1711303-1, Radian Corporation, Austin, 21, Merch

1963., P.7. and ILI, Comover, alFA as leled4m aIlAm sfrf@8 eMeiS

MtW 72-,RdinCroain Austin, 21, 1961.

Delerry, D*.# 1.1. Ellis, and L.C. Themms, aeilSleteOaeLne
0-c Gaethel Z PepSywem Virst Ud., DOE Cointra@t Vo. SS77-C-04-3904,

MS1 Pub Code AW 3"4-1, adien Cror~ationt Austin, U1, 1976.
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PAPURS:

Xllii., P.F. and T.F. Green, "State-of-this-Art Asesment of Geotbormal Dow.-
well Pump Reliability," preseuted at 313's I=weI AM-'a VGmeh@UwdlCorn

& re A.mdVrhe San 3iag, CA., 28-30 Jane 1953.

Illis, P.P., "SudownCorrosion inGeothermal ftrgy System," figSOMM
gab____________________________Ban Diego, CA.,6-

V October 1982.

Ilis, P.F., "Critical Asessment of Carbon Steel Corrosion in Low Temperatuue
Geothermal Applications," Paper No. 74 presented at Corasion81LSL Ruston,
21, 22-26 March 1962.

3111., P, "A Geothermal Corrosivity Classification System," fgmNkJhRft
Resorce omi TranaatnasVol. 3, GIC, Davis, Ch, October 1961.

Ellis, P.W., "Current U.S. Corrosion Ingineerinag Technology and Its Relevance
to Geothermal Beating Systems of the Peoples Republic of China,'* Proceedings:
liral SinoIus sgohra - Rm Coammrea (Tianjin., Peoples Rempublic of
China), Oregon Institute of Technology. Klamath Fal1s, 01, April 1961.

Zllis, P.!. and U.N. haliker, "Geothermal Power Plant Corrosion Erperience - A
Global Survey," b1W""hJtdoNs., Vol. 21, No. 2, February 1962.

Ellis, P.!. and 1.7. Cornover, "Corrosion Vagineering for Geothermal leatiug
System, lunia RSOrt No. 9: mc~ s.@ etemlNa Geo-
thermal Resources Council. Davis, CA, Jus 1960.

Ellis, P.7.0* "Failure Analysis of Ceeveatiomal Seating System Couponent& In
Geothermal Diret Utilisation Service," Paper g. 207 presented at Ceuro
iuham. Chicago, IL, March 1960.

ZIli, P.P. ad ILL. Conover, 'Materials (Alloys) Selection for fgh Temera-
turn Domble Instrumntation." 4im -mrkr Zlerma adI ara

9ie. -~a o Uedi. No" we 3-4. 1979. Publicatio code "000-0634c,
Sdia Laboratories, Albequerque, M May 1960.

Conover, N.Y., P.1. Illis, an LA. Mitchell, "Promture Failure of Reside.'.
tial Geothermal Neatim IreSyto Fan Coil bits," Pape e 274 presented at
31.aaoeia Sealer,0 200st all Ummtm Los Angeles, CA.* 14-19 609-669 1979.

In addition to the above publishd papers, Mr. Ellis hes autbored or super-
vised the production, of reports of failur analysis of mn than 50 eparate
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IL., Uvir ul ftalt ag,e Civil hUgiaeriag Departuent, Waiver-
sity of Tese at Austin. 190.

X.A. University of NisUph , Am Arbor, 91, 1974.

1.8.., Ingia~era, Priscetes University, Priucetos, NJ, 1971.

MIPERWCX:

* Staff Regimeer, RadIo Corporation, Astin, 71, 1977-Premet.

Rydrologist, Tes Deparmt of Water fesources, Austin, T 1975-1977.

Manufacturing Sagineer, Tes Instrumets, Inc., Austin, U, 1974.

Pipestress Analyst, C-3 Ls, O .b.L, Wiesbadem, Gernusy, 1971-1972.

FIELDS 0f UMISCS:

Mr. Machim has participated in and directed a variety of Loveatigatio s at
ladies. lie work ba focused on the areas of solid and hazdous waste men-
asent, emvirom tal eugimeer ia sad waste treatmeat, sad water resources
egimerin ad hydrology.

Me. Machim was Project Director of a study to develop guidance for closur*e ad
remedial "tio at hazardos waste surface iLposaumets used in the wood
treating isaodtry is Florida. The compe regional cmbnations of hydro-
geology, geology, soils, and surface-water hydrology mere analysed. Based on
this analysis, treatment techeolosies and costs were developed for disposal of
liquids, sludge, and conaminated soils in the various regions. Mr. Machim
also performed an in-depth amalysis of the applicability of biological degra-
datLs of these wates by specialLsed bacteria.

For a =ajr industrial client, Mr. Machis prepared a pemit application in-
cludiag operating procedures for a solid waste disposal ladfill. 0 two
other projects, he prepared md costed cloure ple for A Pert a permits
for heardu waste surface impusadments. no was also imv"e d is the design

ed costing of remedial actio at a major Abemdomed boarfous waste disposal
lsalfill i the densely populated Los ageles ares.

a also sodmted a laberatory waste trestability evlates. The project
iusolved rmdial measures fom a hesedoe waste site from uhLos loebte eem
taisia g hlorviated or sn dmigrated Lato the leIh gSea water. Per
setbe b smrd"s Ws s e desipsi a stres beum e tmmat alyss
program to dalia extent sod severty ol waste uigratise
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Mr. Machin Performed a special analysis involving the reclamation of an sa-
domed hazardous waste disposal site for a proposed industrial facility. The
waste contained residual, low-level radioactivity. A detailed investigation
was made aid calculations were performed for *stimating the cover requiremnts
to eliminate the potential health hazards of the site. At another hazardous
waste sits, he proered a design for a peumment, paved cap. The site con -
tWoed high levels of PCI surface contamination over a large area.

Be was Project Director of a study to design and construct streum gaging eta-
tions and conduct a detailed surface-water field data collection program at a
proposed surface mining site. Be has been Project Director or Surface-Water
Task Director for several comprehensive enviromeental assessments of proposed
industrial, mining, and power generation site@ in various regions of the

* coutry. These studies involved extensive field work and anlyses in the
areas of hydrology; water quality; design and implementation of water, sedi-
meat, and priority pollutant sampling programs; statistical data anlysis;
impact analysis; and mathematical modeing. Be has also been Task Director on
three site acceptability studies for proposed Departomt of Enrgy coal con-
version facilities in Minnesota, Tmennee, and Kentucky. A major portion of
these studies involved an analysis of the availability of local surface waters
f or water supply purpose.

As part of an asoesment of the water-quality impacts of disposing of power
plant wastes in a surface mine, Mr. Macbin perf ormed a special hydrologic
study. This ws done on a reach of the Tampa liver in northwestern Colorado
and involved a quatitative analysis of exchanges between the surface-water
and groumd-Vter systems.

For EPA, Mr. Machim served as Project Director for an Zuvirosmeental Impact
Statement for a proposed seWer isteLceptor in North Carolina. Se participated
in an intensive water quality survey of the affected area which included the
mulicipal water supply. se also perf ormed all engineering calculations and
costing analy ses for the alternatives under consideration. On another project
for VPA, Mr. Machis performed a study evaluating the impacts of developing
large-scale energy reources in eight western states. This included an analy-

sis of using large quantities of water for col, oil shale, uralun and goo-l:thermal energy development.
Mr. Machia's work at the Twas Department of Water Resources was primarily
within the areas of engineering sad water quality analysis, waste treatt
end aesomic evaluation so helped design and manage a voter quality in-
vestigaties for a major water supply roeevoir for the City of Bsusten. loth
point and nempeist sos were significant, mid both strutural and non-
sssawl esutrl sreswere evaluated. A portion of the study involved a
cost-benefit amalysis of the effects of water quality alterations.

Upo rduelism fm Moabilas maess Saheol, Mr. Nucbin was employed by
TIMSs m anre t'o Digital systems Division He vas responsible for control
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of all of the printed circuit boards and metal fabricated parts used in their
V Austin plat.

While at lammu, Mr. Hubcis me inyolved in planning and design of indutrial
facilities. Nows primarily responsible for computer stress analysis of high
and low pressure piping systems.

PROIISIOE&L AWIL!ATIOU:

Registered Professional Ingineer, Toza No. 53349; American Water Resources
Association; Water Pollution Control Uederation; Texas Water Pollution Control
Association.

1976 IPA fellowship for Professional Development of an Agency Imloyee of the
State of Tezas.

PUBLICATIONS:

Nachin, J. L. and D. L. Richman, 'Guidance for Closure and Remedial Action at
lazardous Waste Surface Iupoundmuts s-o Treatmet Iadustry," Radian cor-
poration. Austin, TZ, January 1964.

French, L. 3. and J. L. Mackin, "Ciislative lydro logic Impact Assessment for
Mclinley Nine," Radian Corporations Austin, TZ, January 1984.

Nachin, .L., a t a.., "Presurvey, Inflow Study of Wastewater Conveyance Sys-
two, Kelly hIS, 2U, Radian Corporation, Austin, TI, Deceber 1963.

Leonard, L L., a t al.,* "Permit Application Package: Administrative Complete-
wass Review, Neginley Mine, M1," Radian Corporation, Austin, IM, November
1963.

Leonard, L I, et al., "Western Water Scopiag Study," Radian Corporation,
Austin, U2, November 1983.

International Paper Co., Radian Corporation, and Law Begimeering Testing Co.,
ftClA Permit Application for Easardous Waste Storage Impoudmets at a Treated
Wood Products Plant, Joplin, NO," International Paper Co., Dallas, 21, July
196.

Nia, J. L. ad COL3 Thompson, 0Input Informat ion for Ground-Water Ewaelt"
for the International Pape Weod Treatment ceility at Joplin, NO, " aa
Corporation, Austin, IX, Jome 1963.

Hbia, J.LP at al., OGapping of PCS-Affeted Soils at an tambetrial Mie,
N&envile Up Coeeptual lee is,* Radia Corportion, Ametia, Us May 1IN&
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Radian Staff, "eviroumetal Assesmnt of Remedial Action Alternatives for
the McColl Site, Fullerton, CA," ladian Corporation, Austin, 2, April 1983.

ladian Staff, "Remedial Action Alteruiveo for the McColl Site, Fullerton,
Ck," Radias Corporation, Austin, TX, Mrch 1903.

Intermationsl Paper Co., Radian Corporation, snd Lam Ngisneering Testing Co.,
"Closure Plan for Surface Impoundments Regulated Wader LouisLana lasardous
Waste eagement Plan," International Paper Co., Dallas, TX, March 1963.

Machin, J.L., *Surface-Water lydrology, Ilterim Task Report, Texas Gasifica-
tion Project," Radian Corporation, Austin, I, February 1963.

Machin, J.L., et L., "Adsorption Testing of Coutaminated Ground Water, Waste
Disposal ugineeruing, Inc. Ladfill Site,* Radien Corporation, Austin, TX,
November 1982.

Machin, J.L. % "Surface-Water Data Collection Progrm, Cbaco Creek East
Property, Zavala County, Texas, Systm Construction Iport,w ladia Corpora-
ties, Lustia, TI, S, ?tembkr 1982.

Radias Staff, "Pre-urvy Report for Kelly Air Force Base, Sea Atonio,
Texas," Radian Corporation, Austin, TX, August 1982.

ladien Staff, eairommosmtal Assesment of Air Quality, Surface Water, aud
is Impact for the Proposed Mils Nine," Radien Corporation, Austin, TX,

July 1952

Machin, J.L. cad J.C. Lppe, "Srface-Water SaseLise Date Collection Program,
Chacos Creek Est, Zawala County, Teas, $yetm Design Report." Radian Cor-
poration, Austia, 21, My 1962.

Devise, Michael, et &i., "Isrg FrM the Vst," Unversity of Oklahoma Press,
Norma, OR, 1961.

Radias Staff, "Idet~Lfiation sad uviromweatal lvclusties of Candidate Solid
Waste Disposal Sites for Tri-State Systuels Project," Radias Corperatios,
Atin, U, October 1961.

Wallace, L.C., et: &L, 'Prelindnary Amlysis of Imposts from ie Depressur-
Lstios Dischrges of the MLle ine," ladie Corportion, Lustia, U,
$epteer 1961.

ladis Staff, "Compilatie of fwiromnemtl Zu oematios for fri-State Sysfuels
Project* Tri-State Systuels Compa ad ladis Corporatio , Astin. U,

iA- 1961.
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Pernn., J. V., et &I., "Compilation of Ruviroimetal Information for a Proposed
Oiaf ins Coupls, Sason.. County, Ten," Waien Crporation, Austin, 12, July
1951.

Beall, G. 3. J. L. Nubiia, ad K. L. Kelly, "Fie1d osasureimts of Invizoemtel
* Impacts of Gypsm Pile Radioactivity," Radian Corporation, Austin, 29, June

1901.

Voltenink, T. V., *t al., "Preliminary Analysis of Potential hwvz~ntal Cosn-
straints to the KIC/URC Is-Situ Gasification Project." Radian. Corporation,
Austin, TI, June 1981. -

Belau, L A.. at &L., "Zairoamntal Constraint Screening of Nine Property ad
Surrounding Areas for Solid Waste Disposal Siting near Troop, Tomas," Radian
Corporation, Austin, Us, March 1981.

Lip"e, J.C., J.L. Macbin, and A.?. Cover, "Proliainagy Study of Water Supply
and Demand in Austin, Tomes," Radian Corporatiop, Austin, UX, January 1941.

loakings, T.V., ot &L, "Bleis of Alteruative Stormuater Treatment Systems
for the SRC Pilot Plant, Fort Lewis, Washington," Radian Corporation, Austin,
11, December 1960.

Cover, A.?., at &., "Baseline Rmirostal Studies and Licensing Activities*1 for a Cemnt Plant and Quarr in Comal County, Teoms," Radian Corporation.
Amstin, 21, Noember 1960.

Grinebaw, T.W., et a., "Prelimiay Evaluation of the bydrologic Impacts of
Itilisin the Trapper Vine for Disposal of Wastes from the Craig Station Powier
Plat, Mof fat county, Colorao,", Radian Corporations Austin, MX August 1975.

Volterink, T.V., a t al.,* "Inviromtal Assessmnt, Goothermal Direct beat
Project, Mrlin, Tones," L.S. Departmnt of Zmergy, Washingtes, W,. August

Macbia, J.L., ot al.,* "Aa Analysis of bnviromstal/Riegalatory Considerations
for the Yantis Project,"' Radian Corporation, Austin, Us August 1960.

Proeab, IL and J.1. Mackin, "Wter Aailability Appraisal for the Proposed
fti-I Dentraion Plant, Davies. County, Kentosky, Radia Corporation,
Austin, U, May iWO.

Seekin, J1. . nd A.P. Cover, "Flsodplais XWWeIUg for Proposed Pkillipe le-
fins Cuple, 0soemy, teems," Sadia Corpeatim, Austin, Us Mat"h 1"

vacloer, NLL ot at., "Prousiar Culvert Design, Pkillips Olaf ins oom-
ple., goomey, tom" Redian Cerpeatlea Austin, U, Marth 1960.
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Machin, J.L., ftmiromental Inventory and Impact Analysis, Sparta Mine,
Calhoun County, Arkansas: Surface-Vater Rydro logy," Radian Corporation,
Amtin, T, Kch 190.

Griuber, T.W., et aI., "Rydrology-Related Regulatory Risk for a proposed
JLignite ine in tst Texas," Radian Corporation, Austin, TJZ, Dtc W 1979.

Machin, J.L., et a1., "Greensboro-Gsilford County, Worth Carolm, Norsepe
Creek Interceptor (Draft and Final UlS)," Radian Corporation, Austin, TX, July
1979.

Machin, J.L., "An Investigation of urface/Ground-later zehanges on the Tampa
River near Craig, Colorado,* Radian Corporation, Austin, U, June 1979.

Sheffield, F.L., J.L. Machin, sad T.V. Griashaw, "Preliminary 1waluation of
Rydrology-Related Regulatory Risks for Lignite Mining at the Deadwood-Shilob
Prospect, Panola County, Texs, and Deloto Perish, Louisiana," Radian Corpora-
tion, Austin, TZ, February 1979.

Radian Corporation and Oklahoma Uiversity Staff, "Emrg from the Vst:
Impact Analysis Report Volume 11, Site-Specific and Regional Impact Analyses,"
Radian Corporation, Austin, UZ, March 1979.

Radian Staff, "Aa ENviromental Report for the Geothermal Direct Utilization
Project at Navarro College and the Navarro County Nsmorial Bospital,
Corsicana, Teas," Radian Corporation, Austin, T, Nay 1979.

Machin, J.L., "Analysis of Radon Daughter and Radiation Problems Associated
with the CAN Company Gypsum Pile, Texas City, Texs," Radian Corporation,
Austin, U1, February 1979.

James. .3., T. . Griasbaw, sad J.L. Machin, ltvaluation of Factors Affecting
the Acceptability of the Proposed Site for the Sri* Mining Company Industrial
Fuel Gas Demontration Plant,' Radian Corporation, Austin, U1, August 1978.

Machin, J.L., T.1. otterink, sad .3. James, "Etaluatiou of Factors Affecting
the Acceptability of the Proposed Site for the City of Numpbis Hadium M Coal
gasification Facility." Radian Corporation, Austin, U, July 1978.

Grimlub, T.W., J.L. Machis, T.W. Voltrisk, sad LL. Cboffel, "Surf ace-0ater
snd -rouad-Vater Impacts of Seleeted bIe8gy Dovelopmuat Operations in Eight
Westnm States,* Radian Crporatioa, Astin, U, May 1976.

orima um, .W., J.A. Nsbia, and L.G. Nicel, 'Aa 2waluatioes of factors
ASfeotig Aeepabilty of the Proposed ite for the Cooeos Coal Dovelopnmat
tal Coupon Coal Coavwersim Fality, Noble Comty, Ohio," lades" Corpora-
tiem, A tin, U, Noiber 197.
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Nachin, J.L. and T. . Grinehaw, "Investigation of Water Quality Impacts Re-
lated to Development of the lorsepen Creek Basn, Guilford County, North
Carolina," Radian Corporation, Austin, I. October 1977.

Uolland, W.F., et al., "vtiomental Impact Statent for the Greensboro
Guilford County, Nrth Carolina, 201 astmter Treatment System (DraSt and
linal 318)," Radian Corporation, Austin, TZ, Septleer 1977.

achin, J.L., "A Iatimation of Nutrient Sources to an Imounddat: Lake
Livingston on the Trinity River, Texas," Twos Water Quality bard, Austin.
T2, June 1976.
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IDUCATZON:

N.A., Geology, University of Texas at Austin, 1977.

B.A.. Geology. University of Minnesota, 1974.

Staff Gelogist, Radian Corporation, Austin, TU. 1961-?resst.

Research Scientist AssociLate 11. Bursas of Scosic Geology, University of
Texas at Awstin, 1979-1961.

Technical Research Assistant, American Petrolows Institute, 1976-1979.

Research Assistant, Burson of Rcomemit Geology, University of Texas at Austin.
1976.

Teaching Assistant, Veparteat of Geological Sciences, Vniversity of Texas at
Austin, 1974-1976.

Imm Of uuu

As a staff geologist at adia, Ms. Richns has been involved in a variety of
projects requiring geological aseesnasts. Daring the past two years she bas
bad major inwoleminst is an ongoing DI-epoered provean to evaluate lime-
stones as wet scrubbers in flue gas desulfurisatios (VS) system. She vas
task leader for the chemical ad physical analysis, geological suvey, sad
sampling, and subset analysis tasks. Selected limestones were described in
detail eR macrocopic sad microscopic sales to relate sissralogical and text-
ural variation to griadability,, reactivity, and other paamters of signifi-

* came to PO applicatioas. Sne alo served as Project Director for the
related M Reagent mapping project.

During the spring ad -mana of 1963, Us. Richoem participated is an VPA-
sponsored program to obtain process istormat ice and collect wasterater samples
at ea-ferrous metals processing plants. At each of the four plants she
visited, representative swipes of all wastesrem that a"e discharged Were
smpled, split into multiple analytical fractioss# preserved as appropriates
sed shipped to Radian sad othe, laboratories for analysis. Resulting data are
being seed to assist VA in eff lent charasserisatiou and development of
guidelines for each subject industry.

As part of as VA Region V Superfand study, S. 3kibw participated is
peua iuster smling efforts in the viaisity, of an inactive coal-tar distil-
latiou and weed preserving feaEJiky is It. WLus Park, Ninsesta. Sweliss
loetlow were selected and notes wore collected to dstendse the type and
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extent of ground-water contamination associated with the uncontrolled release
of creosote from the facility.

Field sampling to asses potential ground-water contamination of a shallow
aquifer associated with an active waste disposal site in Andover, Minnesota,
was also conducted by Ms. Ricbmnn. In addition, wells were tested to deter-
nine local hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer. She has also participated
in a study to sample and test soils for possible PCB contamination associated
with a former industrial site in Greenville, Texas. All appropriate safety
precautions were observed in the collection of potentially contaminated sam-
ples.

Ms. Richmann has participated in a number of projects evaluating potential
geological constraints to proposed lignite mining and utiliation facilities
in the last Texas Lignite Belt. She was task leader for the topography, Seol-
ogy, and soils and analysis in several recently completed projects in the east
and east-central regions of the lignite belt and also participated in a simi-
lar investigation of the Sabine Uplift area. These studies, conducted for
private industrial clients, are designed to identify gross geology-related
conditions that could seriously impede or prohibit development at pre-selected
sites. Recoendations arising from these preliminary studies may assist in
identification of alternative or preferred sites and in definition of future
study requirements. Ms. Ricbmasn has also completed a more detailed follow-up
stuay of site-specific geological conditions related to construction of a li-
nite gasification facility in Robertson County, Texas for one of these
clients.

In a project conducted for the Texas Energy and Natural Resources Advisory
Council (TEIRAC), Ms. Richnn reviewed and suaried available geologic data
from the three gothermal resource regions of Texas: the Gulf Coast geo-
pressured-geotherml, central Texas hydrothermal, and Treus-fecos hydrothermal
provinces. These saries formed the data bass from which she and other
Radian team umbers assessed additional research needs end reconmded pro-
jects for TENRAC funding considerations.

In a recent project, Mse. ichnss participated in a geothermal resource
assessment of a lease within the Coso (California) MORA. She evaluated test
data from exploratory wells and supporting geological literature to make recon-
msndations on sustained economic productioa feasibility and additional data
needs.

Me. licIsn has participated in three certification testing runmds adunie-
tered by EPA/ITF for bulk asbestos identification. The A-a pproved method
fOr hulk asbestos identification is polariaed light microscopy (iPL). Radian
has a perfect record of asbestos identification in this program. Ms. Richua
has analysed bulk saples for asbestos for a smber of school districts and
other privete clients.

A-24
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Ka. Kichmson has been involved in the development of data collection instru-
ments for Radian's parent company. Rartford Steam Boiler Insurance and Inspec-

A, tion Company (181). These documents are designed to facilitate evaluation of
A uanderwriting information from clients seeking hnviromsntal Impairment Liabil-

ity (NIL) insurance.

Prior to har work at Radian, No. Richman was involved with geopriessured Seo-
thermal reservoir quality studies at the Bureau of Economic Geology. NoHr work
included detailed petrographic and geochemical investigation of Gulf Coast15 Tertiary sandstones and development of diagenetic, models to predict deep
secondary reservoirs suitable for geopressured geothermal energy production.
Over 400 thin sections were analyzed during this project. Analytical tech-
niques employed in these studies included transmitted light microscopy, elec-
tron microprobe analysis, and scanning electron microscopy.

As a Technical Research Assistant with the Amrican Petroles= Institute, me.
lichmann' a responsibilities included assmling technical data and preparing
reports in support of litigation of regulations adversely affecting the petro-
l*= industry. Major aeaos of investigation included federal regulations
governing petroleum exploration and production on Public Lands, and VPA'sa pro-
posed Criteria and Secondary Standards for ozone and nitrogen oxides.

While working towards her Nester'sa degree in Geology, Ns. lichmann taught the
laboratory portion of courses titled Physical Geology (Geo 301) and Igneous
locks (Geo 416L) at the University of Texas, Department of Geological Sci-
ences. Goo 301 is an introductory level course and Geo 416L is an upper divi-
sion course in which rock and mineral identification/classification and petro-
graphic techniques are taught.

During her final setmer in residence at the University of Texas, Me. Richnana
was emloyed as a Research Assistant for the bureau of Economic Geology. She
conducted library research and compiled data for the Texas Mineral Resource
Nap and Texas Mineral Atlas.

The major emphasis in No. Ricma a undergraduate and graduate level taining
was in igaeous and meteaorphic petrology and geochemistry. Ner Nester's
thesis included thin section analysis and lb-Sr isotopic age determinations of
two Precambrian gusisses from the Llanoo Tomas region*

W DIAR AND PR01E581031L SOCIETIES:

Phi Sappa Phis Sigma Giam Ipsilou, American Association of Petroleum Gaol.-

gists, Geological Society of America.
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PUBLIC&TIOUSIlEPOITS:

lichmann, D.L., K.V. Luke, end J.C. Terry, "Flue Gas Desulfurization Chemistry
Studies: Limestone Grindability, Volume UI: Grindability Testing," Draft
Final Report, Radian Corporation, Austin, TZ, Nay 1983.

Riciman, D.L., J.P. Rossi, and S.D. Rashin, "Flue Gas Desulfurization Chem-
istry Studies: Limestone Grindability, Volume 1: POD Reagent Napping," Draft
Final Report, Radian Corporation, Austin, TZ, March 1983.

Kaiser, V.1. and D.L. lihebman, "Predicting Diagenetic listory and Reservoir
Quality in the Frio Formation of Brazoria County, Texas and Pleasant Bayou
Test ells," Proceedings - Fifth United States Gulf Coast Geopressured-
Geothermal Energy Conference, Baton Rouge, LA. pp. 67-74, 1981.

Davis, .J., N.F. Conover, I.C. Keeney, N.L. Personnet, and D.L. lichana,
"Texas Geothermal ID&D Program Flanning Support Document," Radian Corporation,
Austin, TZ, August 1961.

Kaiser, W.I., 1. Nagare, K.L. Milliken, and D.L. Richmann, "Petrography, Water-
Rock Interaction, and Caprock Distribution as Potential Indicators of Second-
ary Porosity in the Frio and Vicksburg formations of Texas" (abstract), GSA
South Central Section Annual Meeting, San Antonio, TX, 1981.

Kaiser, V.I., K. Nagara, K.L. Nilliken, K.L., and D.L. lichun, "Sandstone
Consolidation III Year gad Report (1980)," Geothermal Energy, U.S. Department
of Energy, DOE/3T/27111-2, 14 p. + figs., 1981.

Loucks, 1.G., D.L. Lichmean, K.L. and Milliken, "Factors Controlling Reservoir
Quality in Tertiary Sandstones and Their Significance to Geopressured Geo-
thermal Production: Report of Investigations So. 111," Bureau of conomic
Geology, University of Texas at Austin, 41 p., 1981.

licmanm, D.L., "Diagensis of Vicksburg Sandstones, McAllen Ranch Field,
lidalgo County, Teas' (abstract): South Texas Geological Society Kewsletter,
Nosveer 1980.

lichmea, D.L., K.L. Milliken, 1.G. Loucks, and M.N. Dodge, "Mineralogy,
Diagmesis, and Porosity in Vicksburg Sandstones, MeAllen Ranch Field, lidalgo
County. Texas," Transactions of the Gulf Coast Association of Geological
Societies, v. 30, p. 473-481, 1980.

Loucks, 1.0., D.L. Richsann, K.L. and Milliken, "Factors Controlling Porosity
and Pernability of Geopressured Frio Sandstone Reservoirs, General Crude
Oil/Departmt of Enery Pleasant Bayou Test Wells, Brazoria County, Texas,"
Prseedig - Fourth Unted States Gulf Coast Geopressured-Geothermal Mnary
Conferences Research end Development, v. 1, p. 46-82, 1980.
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Garrison, J.R., L.E. Long, D.L. and Richman, "kb-Sr and K-Ar Gtochronologic

and Isotopic Studies, Llano Uplift, Central Texas," Contributions to Miner-

alogy and Petrology, Y. 69, p. 361-374, 1979.

Ricbmunn, D.L. and J.M. King, "Comments on Section 8.2: Effects of Nitrogen
Oxides on Vegetation" in EPA's Draft Nitroaen Ozide. Criteria Document, API
Staff Report submitted to IPA, 1979.

Ricbmann, D.L. and J.M. King, "A Review of IPA's Proposed Secondary NAAQS for
Ozone, Based on Effects on Vegetation," API Staff Report submitted to PCO/IO x
Steering Committee, 1978.

Ricimann, D.L. and J.M. King, "Relative Ozone Sensitivity of the 15 Species/
Cultivars Chosen by Larsen and Beck to Evaluate Their Foliar Injury Prediction
Model: Appendix F" in the Aerican Patrol& agtituga and
Memer Coe-av Petition-r. on Pronosd evisios to Theoir Air Onality Cri-
teria, Nationl Ambient Ar Oualirv Standards and Control Pronram leaulatiou
for Photoc-ical Oxid-n-s (O-o-), IPA Docket No. OAP2 78", 1978.

Everett, A.G., L.R. Smith, D.L. Richmann, J.1. and Gill, "Public Lands Proj-
ect" (Draft Final Report), American Petroleum Institute, Washington, DC, 95
p. + Appendices, 1977.

Garrison, J.1., L.E. Long, and D.L. Richmsun, "Now Geochronologic and Isotopic
Studies, Llano Uplift, Central Texas" (abstract), GSA Cordilleran Section
Annual Meeting, Teome, AZ, 1977.

Richmann, D.L., "kb-Sr Ages of the Red Mountain and Big Branch Gneisse, Llano
Uplift, Central Texas," N.A. Thesis, The University of Texas at Austin, 51 p.,
1977.
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FRA.MCIS J. SKITS

EDUCATION:

K.S., Sanitary Etineertng, Masachusetts Institute of Technology, 1954.

B.S., Civil Ingineering, University of Michigan, 1950.

EIU ZENCE:

Program Manager, Research and lrgineering Operations, Radian Corporation,
LcLean, Virginia, 1961-Present.

Senior Associate, Occupational Health and Safety, Enviroumental Ingineering,
A.T. Kearney Managerment Consultants, Alexandria, Virginia, 1980-1981.

Acting Chief Inviroumental Planning, Logistics and Engineering, Badquarters
USAF, Washington, D.C., 1979-1980.

Chief Enviromental Policy, Logistics and gasineering, Headquarters USAF,
Washington. D.C., 1976-1979.

Director Enviroamental Protection, Air Force Systems Coimnd (AFSC), Andrews
APB, Nftryland, 1972-1976.

Chief iKoonv~roametal gaineerisn, Headquarters Pacific Air For:e, HickasAn, 11-val, 1965-1972.

Similar ossigpameto at Neadquarters Alaskatn Air Comand, Readquarters Tac:tical

Air Comand and at Subcomonds of Strategic Air Comnud, 1951-1968.

Junior Industrial Waste Egineer, Laderle Division, American Cyanamide, Pearl
liver, New York, 1950-1951.

IU VANT 11DPUIRCI:

Mr. Smith is the program manager for the ladian Basic Ordering Agreement (OA)
with the Air Porce lngineering and Services Center (AIZSC). It Includes
provision of a brod range of eviroomestal engineering and hazardous mate
management services. Be is also responsible for coordinating ladlan sarketing
to the Departmt of Defense. Among the areas of concern are: all aspects of
the gaviramet, occupational safety and health, hasardoe wastes, analytical
servies and robotics.

He me the certified industrial hygienist and consultant for A.T. K oaney
lanagemeat Consultants. In addition to the routine oecupational safety and
health activities be speciililed in the iaterpretation of the EPA =
regulations. He coordinated the preparation of the proposli to IPA which
brought ramey the award of the first contract to provide MCM technical
assistance to ZPA.
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Mile at Kearney, he also participated in a health and oafesty evaluation of
cement plants that sought to burn chemical wastes. He co-authored a feasi-
bility study on -Assessment of Waste Pooel Use In Cement Kilns.* In the save
area of concern, be prepared a Draft lovironmental Impact Statement (091S) on

-the harming of chemical vastes at a cement kiln, for the National Eighwy
Safety Transportation Agency, be prepared the technical portions of a report
o the testisg of track tire noise.

for three of the lest four yars In his assigment with Boaaurters 6WA, he
was responsible for air, land ad water pollution abatement program. This
Included programing as average of $19 million per year. Also Included were:
the implementation of MM hazardous wsesps aget; the first Dil Instal-
lation restoration program (equivalent of CRA-superfund); management Of 17
million acres of natural resources; and the USIA environmental impat analysis
program.

In addition to these activities, he aesumed respaosbility for one year for1 the rest of inviromeental Flaming. Ild Included: comprehensive base plan-
ning; the Air lnstallatiou Compatibility Use Zone (AICYKK) plans for acquirift
land near baes with high me*ee or accident potential; end development of
envirowntal stodologies.

At the Air Pore Systins Comad (AYSC). Mr. Smith organized an office to
address effects of the Nwfederal enviroemeatal lave on the Research,
Developmet ad Acquisition program. TIa office, which reported to the aiSC
Chief of Staff us the highest level eaiviroomental activity ever established
at a 930? major eomme. Nat directed aimeet all of the enviromaetal impact
statements (ZIS) Lssued by the Air Force In this periid. As part of implemen-
tatioo of the Ustiemal Raftfemmtal Policy Act, M. faith Implemented. a con-
pateri Led system for all loosee ad Development projects, program, and
tasks - Soe program Is still In effect. * o two occasions, he was -n export
witness for the Federal governmeent. Oe us a smit over the health hazards
associated with the siting of ams type radar statioos in California end
Massachusetts.* TMe other pertained to the eviromeental Impact statement
CRI8) for now facilities at Colorado, Springs, (blorado.

Additionally, be was reepemeible for advising em the industrial hgiene a
evromatal needs of Poorn:t aimed estrac tot operated (GOM) industrial
plants. Inthi Wessigmet sad all that fellow, a part of ech one spent in
conducting health and eaviromet oemLianee Inspections and audits at
military installatios.

During his assignment to the Pacific Air Force, Nam.faith provided wsvirosma-I, tal and industrial hygiame Vuideo" to OWA activities in gras, Japan,
Itiven, Vitnam, Thalad. Philippine Islands, Caae, Trot Territories ad
Neell Mise included the traditLar seas of sestary engistea (water
supply, treatment ad distributie; waste eslLectlen, treatmn sad disposal;
and pest central).- It als Included am moern problnm, such as, UM
equipment calibration, nsatenssae end us; handling of lare volues of
herbicids; sel" control; industrial byglems; and hae ad sold etrmm;
decsnteamaoties sad qowasae of equipment to prevent Istrodueriom of foreign
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fauna or flora Into the U.S.A. from Asia. for four years, Mr. Smith was a
member of the United States delegation to the South est Asia Treaty
Organization (SIATO) Military Comittee. 11a represented the U.S.A. with
regard to public health engineering policies. Mr. Smith also evaluated USAY
civic. action programs to provide basic water and waste disposal to rural Thai
village*.

The earlier USAF ass ignments In various commands provided savirommental eng-
neering and Industrial hygiene support for the combat Air force. Mhay of thbe
previously mentioned activities were carried out as well as support for the
current priority preventive medical activities * Som examples of the latter
would beaz defense against accident 1.1 release or deliver and aee of chemical
*#onto; Improved water treatment plant operations; improved wastewater
facilities and operations; conversion of dumps to sanitary fill*; substitution
of Ue toxic materials; engineering control of working exposures.

Mr. Smith worked for American Cyanamide on Improving the Industrial wstewater
treatment of the flows from penicillin production.

CUTIFIC&TIONSUIGISTRATIONS AND PIOFESS1ONAL SOC ZI13-:

Certified Industrial lygienist by the American board of Industrial lygiene,
1971, go. 690.

Certified Safety Professional by the Board of Certified Safety Professionals
of the Americas, 1972, No. 2103.

Registered Professional Engineer, State of Massachusetts, 1963, No. 19021.

Diplomats, AerTi.can Academy Of EwIromnIItal EngineerCs.

American Industrial lygiene Association (National and Selt~more-V1ashington).

American Conference of Goveromet Industrial lygienists.

Nohtional (and Maryland) Society of Professional ngineers.

federal Water (Ieality Asseciation.

American Defense Preparedness Assoclation.

Air force Association.
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APPENIX B

List of Interviewees

(base Personnel and Outside Agency Contacts)



BASE INTERVIEWEES

Shop Affilitation Dates of Tenure

NDI, Welding & Plating 1972 - present

Wheel & Tire Repair, 1955 - 1984
Chemical Cleaning

Wheel & Tire repair 1974 - present

Flight Line 1950 - present

Heavy Equipment Operator 1949 - 1984

Base Engineer 1941 - 1947

Grounds Foreman 1962 - present

Heavy Equipment Operator 1958 - present

Electrical Shop 1950 - 1980

Heavy Equipment Operator 1953 - present

Field Maintenance 1949 - 1983

Engineer 1953 - 1977

Entomology 1967 - present

Planner 1975 - present

Instrument Technician 1957 - present

Warehouse 1960 - present

Real Property 1949 - present

DPDO 1966 - present

Personnel 1977 - present

Heavy Equipment Operator 1946 - 1977

Landfill Operator 1950 - 1973

Fire Department 1980 - present

Fire Department 1965 - present

Fire Department 1970 - present
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OUTSIDE AGENCY COTACTC

Name Af filiation/Location.

Linda Wyatt TDH, Lubbock

Raymond Mittel TDWR, Lubbock

Dr. Francis L. Rose Texas Tech, Lubbock

Wayne Wyatt High Plains Water Conservation
District, Lubbock

Dr. Reeves Texas Tech, Lubbock

Robert Ray TDU, Austin

Jim Huland EPA, Dallas

Donald D. Smith High Plains Water Conservation

District, Lubbock

Nw-
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NLZM IMBOOM! FAT=S!C 1OO

Us DOpartet @5 Defense (DOD) Uas established a compreboave
pM me todentify, *valuate# and contbol problems assciated with past

disposal practices at DOS facilitis. On~e of the actions Cequl red misec
this Proltsm in to$

adevelagi end mintain a priority listing Of COMr-
tevinsted installations an facilities got -emei
action based on potential hasaud to public bsslthe
welface. and environmental Impaats.* (Pluferences

a system to mot Velocities for taking tarthe actions at sites based
"Poin ingommation yathered durintg M S er* hs o t

Zastllat o mtoration reom (231.
Ibe first site rating model was developed in .June 1981 at a meting

with crpeseetativwes from Ow, Occuational Siscomental Esaith
Laboratory (am), Lit Foros Unineering Services Center (AVWJC).

gineing-cieme (n) and C3X 21 'U' as fOr& this sodel se a
:1'system developied toe MA by JA Asoiate of *dmeft, Virginia. Us Jie

model v moifi ed to meet Air forero meed.
hfter using this model lot 6 moth. at metr 20 Air Mre Installs-

tic.., ectain Inadequacies beoms ~ ftsr. tberesore, on Jamuary 26
and 27, N12, representatives of OWV in.. WC, varius valet com-

mds* asimeing Seisase. anid 3111 Kilnt to adSs ths Lade*-
quaosie. So result of the mstin ws a mew sit. raing vmieL Assigned

* ~to ksemn a better piat"r @5 doe hsuist POWe by sites at WLirsou
A I~ntallatiges "aSe m matin mel described in this gmetaiIs

reersed to ao ard" Aoemait mating Wtheislegy.
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1*1 purpse of ane sits rating model is to prOvide a gelative

conking at sites of compact@& oantminstion from basarfouc subetmoies.
Ibhis medl will monist th e Pa lges in setting pclrirtie fbr ftlow-cn
site it atiations ad ssofitiose Work ander a 12e Sof tn.

I"& tingw or*stem o mod COLT atter it has been detemined that
(1) potential fteor eamation smists (haserdces meotes present in
suffLicient qmantity) ed (2) potential for migration =Late* A site

am be delete& teaum omaideraticm fer rating arn either basis.

Like the ome homardoe mete site ranlking Models, the U.S. Air

lowe's citoerating model nees a sooring systom to rak sites for
priority attention. Muverc in developing this wodel, the deeign to
inuoeporates sms special feature to meet specifi amDO progren needs.

Mes model coea dato readily obtained eating -the uMood $seek
porties (now. 1) at' the nM, #weing judento aed comptatma axe

* easIy aido. in asessins the hamazds at a given site, the modal

develops a oes baed* on the most Likely motes of cmntamination aid
the weet basards at the site. Sites are given low swame only if there

ame oll wn assids at the site. SuiS awmack meshes Well with the
policy ftr evalvating ad setting yeetrictlame as mses WD propeties.

As with the previous odel, this model osara four aspects of
the hoagar pose byea specifi #A ste# the possible meepters of the
containation, the waste a its oharsteristics, potential pathways for
waste Contaminant ilgration, ama my effects to omstain the cotemi-
masts. 3auh of these ategpuie ostains a Oxibe at rating factors
that wre sed la the Geral hoagear rating.

'asa @0esers, cow etingl is slulated by ametin e& teste

multiplying by a taster weighting ismtant Me adding the "eAhte
acces to Obtas~i a towa ateyI sm"r.
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The pathways category rating is based an evidence of contaminant
migration or an evaluation of the highest potential (Worst case) toe

contaminant migration along arn of three pathways. it vidence of
contaminant migration mists, the category is given a subsote of so to

100 points. Por mndi root evidence. 60 poins ane assigne aed toe
direct eividence, 100 Poins ace assigned. if W evidence is Mound, the
highet oe among three possible xrutes ts aned. theme motes, ace
ourface water migration, flooding, and g-veterd N u- igration. Dmlu-
tion of each moate involves factors associated with the particular ai-
gration moute.* The three pathways are evaluated and the highs wonr
among all four of the potential aces is Used.

Ibe moe Characteristics category is sorend in three stes.
rirst, a point rating is assigned based on. an aseoment of the waste
qmUatty and the baosaed (wnt came) associated with th ite. Ibe
level of confidencs in the information is also fectored into the asm-
esement. Muset, the sv is maltiplied by a wasets persistence facto
whib sawt to reduce the scre if the waste is not very persistent.
finaLly, the smore is further modified by the physical state *9 the
waste. Liquid wastes receive the amuin mm.n while scces So:

sludges and solids are reduced.
so mm" Soc each Ca h three categories are them added to

gether and noalised to a auimm possible soo of 100. Then the
wet management practice category is mcoed. Sites at wiftio there Is
nocntaiinent am not reduced In oe. #cone tor sites with limited
aenaimntcan he reduced by S percent. if a sits Is Contained ad

wall managed, Its on e be redused by 00 Ppp cek%. -s finaL sits
mm0c Is calculated by oWfling the wast mosient practice. category
fact"r to the im of the mwm for the other threse categOries.
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HAZARD ASSESSMENT RATING METHODOLOGY FOM
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AppEmWIX D

Supp13fts, EnwitOfl5S'a Data



2. LABORATORY PERFORMING ANALYSIS S. LAS SAMPLE NUM6SER 4. RE@UISTOR SAMPLE MNGMER

D 2 SOO$ 1? 37 0 00555t Ges
$.MT AMPLE COLLECTION INFORMATION I 04LLE

~~CO l C/______ ON-SITE ANALYTICAL RESULTS

A S. giTe LOCATIO10 PM S. LOURATE AT SITEt I0 AT all 00041 1S. WATER TEAP I?. P0 is. Das

1.COLLETO 1A8PRIOI. NAMO. OV COLLLCTOM to. RESULTS OF Orman ON.SIT6 ANALVasE

is. sAm"LI TECHNIQUE 1i. PHOu f~e

I$. AsoN FOR 3A 4La aIJSMISSiom

3 r #40 ,A/ /1 /---
.1 ANALYSIS REQUESTED AMO RESULTS

A. PRIMAIV." ING WATR STANDARDS (49CFR 1 4)

___ IVTI#

PARAMEgTER TOTAL. AU O/L AV AL P_"ARAMElTER TOTAL. MIL ARLE AL

ARSENIC 0a00 so 0& G/L 7IW rXA Cdew %%

0300S" I00M/ .JR[ RdSERV T ON GROUPQ1
HAIItoA I ARA&ISTILA A~ GL M LCV ALL O

CADMIUM 02?10. 54 O/L 0I4I9IsI #go 15 lSk

CHROMIUM 012 '050 54/L TtikiNiIITY 111h a. gi, ..

LEAD 5 /

MERCURY ?II3'Z..2 JA O/L

SELENUJM Or,1 7 4160 ~ 10,g O/L

SILVER 010o SA /L _________

11. OTHER ANALYSES/

PRESERVAtOw GROUP r _________PRSEVATION 6NOV906
PARAMEtTER TOTAL ~oL PARAMETER TOTAL OW/L PAfkAmeTm TOTAL Mod 6

COPPER 01942 AsLaGp 00 S04

IRO Gas UMo 0104 . 04311 A AS

MANGANESE 01055 AD C a P0.I 5

ZINC 01992 Afholfnityot.TmAs 01

CALCIUM As Ca 60401 CbA.4. 004

AAI.%ltlk.iU 4. MIA O27 CocornaS

POTASSIUM oVrl? 11166b vst PlA t VAleA

SODIUM 10635 1 !!!vl6vwA gas-)

==l.. 06

1. ORGANIZATION ESO95TING ANALYSIS

15SA NOSVTAL 3RMI/U evlN
MWS An.S TX. 79489
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2. LA IO A ORY P R ORMIN G AM L'V is 35.LA M SA PLE MUM 41611 84. Z 11S ON SAMPLE U 11111 11

I ?3 2/ GOOD& oats
SAMPLE COLLECTION INFORMATO roo toT REC 4 OSY S OATS LAf4ACvUS

* - I''.. U ON-SITE ANALYTICAL RESULTS
ST LC 9 o . WNT A ST 1.WEATMER" 00041 is. WATILK TEMiP r7. p9 " I. 313sco

-. , . - ~ WHAS ASCos Z1 ?) 3000 17 to U I .30T 0IAISI 0 - 7 Cv P1 MG L
I. COLLIECTI toNF f41P on 0 t28. NAML UP COLLILC101- 10. AESULTS OF 0944 004SITU AtiALVSES

13 ~ SAMPLING TECOU {u 4"-PQP1
is. A Nt A SUDI N_'2~ 1 5 3t

* ~A14ALYSIES REQUESTED A40 RESULTS

A. PRI4MAft>njIG WATER STANDAROS (0CPR 141)

PA ES iom, ono P ILi RSRAINGROUP
*A&SA107 TOTAL: AA 4. WAX 69V AL1111 to Ablavall TOA46 MO.,6JL -e MA L. It *4AL .40

ANt~kNIC et 5-A j0 50 IAG NJ TXArX AS N (Cadmilof5 *0 M(./I.
_______________ReducionI Moth"d)

IIANIUM 0*00? 604 PREL 2SERVATION GROUP

4~ ~~ ~' A A...' ~ - S. bjeh

C~bISI 01210. JC (/L FIlUffkliph Se /,at on AR1i

C~iMOMICal too 305c ~ s G/L I UJIIf ... 1u .. ~ &u,

LKAD to. .4.. 50 A4 G/L

I4KKCUftv 14( -4 lIL 2 " OIL

USLE ~ (onit 4-1*4 1~t 0 MA /L_____

SILVKR 01a071 -e,.O 50 p. GIL

B. OTHER ANAL.YSES -____/

__________ ______GROUP_ PRESERVATIOM GROUP G ______

VA^Akoglgn TOTAL. JA6IL. PARAMELTER1 TOTAL. 404 PARAMSTER TOTAL. MIAIL

CIWPBN01942Acidify. Wi0ling Sulfate A& 04
4:1,091 -- 1-42 AsCacvp* 063 0a091

Acil.*d lp.?uA .As Siufqctns MKIAS
INI *045 ,*CO Collis As LAS 3320

iles As CwCO a Goals,

zinc _______0410

CALCIUM LA C. 01141 Cmgde, 00040

%IAM.#4IUM to. M 44'5OA

Pag Sas.si- PRESERV'AT#ON O
PO ,1,111111 " 37161lple, (Trm PAR116111_____

"030 0930

I. 0"ANIIAT I" "EoWUT low AMwaoloS MM5

NOA X OWITAL 31=/%WCPM
RUN8 An3. Tx. 7%"* wi fX, m0

IV" U05.496um
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~~~.c ALN~E EQE
_. .. AOVA PKI110FOMING ANALYSIS LAO SAPL -u ~ .RQ6T3 APEMM

16 AE IVZ OV 0. DAT N EVW
SAMPLIK COLLECTION INFORMIATION LAO COniPe.LLg

1. WIT '01SCRIPl'at L p.S4
V-1 ON-SITS ANALYTICAL RESULTS

a. IT LO cAS@ $40 . WaI AT are 00. ULATmsm 00040 1i. W&TER ?ET'7? M S 940

11. COLLICT10" 0AT/PaRIOD Is. NAMEL OF COL69CV001 to. AROULlTS SIR OTHER @14.641 AfNALV48U

I&. SAMPLIONG TS$gS c law PHONE $1601411

~-7

ANALYSES AEQUEST90, AND RESULTS

A. PW4SMR P§A% WATER STANDARDS (EVCVR 840

s Amx IFIsROUP_

__ffASft TO TAL. A4 oL idA"V &66W P&RNS.BYL IreOAL OW0L. MAX 16V "1600

ARUENIC 01042 so X GA I~XAN~dh . oM

BARIUJM 0100? low6 A a^GILEVTINGROI
----- - ______ P&AAMT41 TOT", OW....L.. [MAX LOSV £LLMO0

CADIUM6102? IS, It GA FLUORIDE * 0011t1,

CHRO6UU 1084 00UGL nUeh?0Ol(ws I Unit

LEAD 010511 ~ /

MERCURY 719002" G/L

'SaLEI 10341 10 is GAL

81:135 ~ ~~ N a. dM ANALYSES____'tA 8

PR0SS ^TIO" Gamp F00 RSBV488GOU

COFFE 01045 00485 km so ufo s 04

- -hhol~ - - -ees

ZINC 0100" 0041

CAL'"In As CA onto10' CM-4d. 00

AAGN LaSUM .*M own %L 00 A.

POTASMM OWN? 00015WOfn &

- In-a ~ -

__00 0060

- -aF

.ORANZA00 £hns~asyum~~nimU~iinm~i&A
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Industrial Waste Lake

SaMple: 10 feet from Inlet (soil sanplol surf ace)*
Date of Sampling: 24 M~ar 83

4 AnaLs sis Results:

parameter

Cadmium 20.4
chromium 109.1

Npw~~omt.c Chom C04
* - ILea etCra 192.6

Mercury 36

Swle: 5 feet from pipe ad 1 foot deep (soil samle)*
Date of Samle: 24 Mer 3

Analysis Results:

Parmter L

Cadim 45.*7
chromium 236.5
Nexavleat Chromts itP--C.04
Lead 350
Mercury 102

~: 30 feet north of pipe by 30 feet straight out (soil sample)*

- ~ 24 Mar 83

Analyis Results:

parmterAL

CedUm 148.0

Chrolmiu hmpem 706.0

CSomplees were teksm after the lakme voter level bed bow lawsevd fer
-vav ""reaw.
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:1. LASAX0Y PgRPORMING ANALto 3.e LA qAPI RLSC - ~ IIO SAMPLE "C

_____ ____ _ __ ___r -gl Ii?3a 0
SAMPL3t C0LLACWION INFPROATIO4 67DT UIIIOO . CATALY1

c 0ON4#T9 ANALYTICAL AgSUL?5
6. TN60ATWWV WWAS Y MIS 10 NAT"R 001 1:WAV~TE UP 17WI. FN . uWMP

00090 Go t 00400 0600"

30!:1 UISB Mo/L.
it. V~ute10100MAXO684TRS MAS It R98L T OF OTHUR OM4413 A94ALYSES

ANALYSKS Ut3 USTSD AN R9Et-

___________ ____________ ___________ ________ I i AAR8 OTAL Uno

ARSSEC 01000 -01062 10 01022__

CAI "0 Au to 1041 0102"i @0

vWI 01015vAn* smoup Amion OWN Csoms o

coPPU 0 04 01642lImoloIu et

IF2 0t 2. A ~
AW99M2L Me LO 084 -s"&

Cd SMW" "mms o

AVSMs ot doft i-100 mPo

o"02"Iemsof"

lot.
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E.P. TOXICITY ANALYSIS I certify these samples were
collected and sealed by ae at

Texas Department of Health o On /-/ and re-
BUREAU OF SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT "- l *d-n my c€ustody untill trans-
Austin, Texas ferred to

at-- .m. _ -- -On a
SA1PLE DESCRIPTIOI:

TaN Region No Couny__________ X lga~

Site Nanms Seufle -I'
TON Permut/Registration No. a 0 Q2 I certify these samples were

Scontinuously In mycustody
S lZ No. Seal No. from the time of receipt listed
OSurface Water Sample ORO onitor Well No. above until transferred to

Coments/Warnings_ .an_ 0.m.o . / t

4 -A &, A46 deax 6- (Signature)

I certify these samples were
continuously In my custody

DATES: Sample Co1 e'tId./b.4 from the time of receipt listed
DATE: Saple olletedabove until transferred to

Laboratory Received: 4/ a Z3 /8 1 __ at

Laboratory Reported: SIFP 2 2 M3 -" -- -. m. on /

TOH/BSWI4 Received: 3 2 X__ _
- (Signature)

LABORATORY ANALYSES

I. Heavy etals It. Pesticides

Arsenic .......... . e mg/L Endrin .............. mg/L

Barum ............ j- 5: mg/L Tnane .... .. .. g mg/L
Cadlum..O......... ._m/ll 14athoxychlor ........ 4 12-L a r_ 91

Cbranium .o o... .. . ,, 0 .o d - mg/ Toxaph ........... . G _ gl - g/L

La..... o....c _m 0Aoo-4 O~k - go

mercu.... ... nw S/Lt. 2,4,5-TP .......... . wl
Seleniu.......... 1 m/2 -0 4

Silver ...... ... . .i 12 j g 19

LABORATOR NSE: 0

r'. am 3- Q

I certify 04" somples wMre contlwswtly Il 0iF asy frm tie tin of M 0 11t1
a I~ t;oz0 usetysme 2J1(z

3-1/2.

XA
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7 TDH/BSWM Received:* 3' 1 X~f3 (igaue

LABORATORY ANALYSES

1. Heavy Metals 11. Ptlcides

Arsenic.~~~ Edin . .......... ______.I

Ba riuu........... . _ mg/L Lindane. .. ... .. .. . .. ____________igIL

Cadmium .......... 92 -Zju- g/L Methoxychior ..... .. _______ mg/L

Lead ............ Q mg/L 24D....... .. %gL

Merur ......... e0,00S'1_.mg/L 2,4,5-TP Silvex ..... W0

Seleniu.......... e-a.0 mg/i.

Sive ....... mg/L

LAIMRTaOMifER: ~ a -

5 £ ee*rtIfy the 0Inpes were cunt Imumely insw me" ffu rom the time of reoipt listed
:ies ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~AU ieeesyaeye3 31 1983

oi 7j '1



0 (Begin) he2
E.P. TOXICITY ANALYSIS I certify these samples were

collected and sealed by me at
Texas Department of Health : M. On _/ /_ and re-
BUREAU OF SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT mained in my cutoy until trans-
Austin. Texas _____________to_

at an /fi. ___ P-
SAM'PLE DESCRIPTION:
TOR Region No. ~ County by h yc_ (Signature)
Site Name R PEEL3 I. cetf these __samples were
TDH Permit/Registration No0. 00rcontinuously In my custody
Sample No. ( Seal No._____________ from the time of receipt listed
OSurface Water Sample OROt~onltor Well No.______ above until transferred to at
Comments/Warnings_________________ _ .1m. on_ 1j

0Ov XO,~/ 'r',/, //'
(Signature)

I certify these samples were
continuously In Wy-custody
from.the time of receipt listedDATES: Sample Collected above until transferred to

Laboratory Received: o - 3 - Y'.3 a _____________ at

Laboratory Reore M. ~on I.j....

TDH/BSW4 Received: -E 0 M8 -x________________
(Signature)

'~LABORATORY ANALYSES

I. Heavy Metals 11. Pest Ides

Arsenic....... .cn g.............e/
rlm... .............. L~_I... I. Lndan... \.... ... . .____________ lg/i

Camu ...... aI mg/L Methoyclor ...... _______mg/i

! g Toxaphne ............ mg/I.

Lead. ... ***** ....2...~.......... .a-- g/L 2&. *.... ... ..... mg/i

LADOMTORY NUMBER:

I certify thee samples, were omntlnumsily In my a"e fim 0he time of reuipt listed
above muet[ ""oio.o atm.Io

X_ SEP 1-3 M3

In4

-9~~ .4q7-



*(Begin)
E.P. TOXICITY ANALYSIS i certify these samples were

collected and seated by me at

Texas Department of Health .m. on ___/_andre-

BUREAU OF SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT mai3ed in my custody until trans-
Astin. Texas ferred to ___________

SMPLE DESCRIPTION:

TON Reg fon No. .coun ty Lu6h Sgaue

NameT~ee~ec PBI certify these __F samples were
TDH Perllit/Registration No. (p - continuously In mycustody

Sample No. ___ t___Seal_____No.__ from the time of receipt listed

Osrfcewte smpe O MoieoWell No. above until transferred to a

________M.02___le ___ le______ &Z____/0___At ___ (Signature)

I certify these _samples were

_________________________________________continuously In my custody

DATES: Sample Collected &, -. - 3 from the time of receipt listed
above until transferred to

Laboratory Received: 4 -3 - 153 ____________ at

Laboratory Reportedr 3 Q1.. ... mo

TDJ1/BSWM Received: S P08 I93 x__ (Signature)_________

''LABORATORY ANALYSES

I. Heavy Metals 11. Pest Ides

Arsenic ............ cZ C__m/ Endrin ............. .... ug/L

Barium ......... . a m/ Lindane ... . ..... _ _____ mg/I

Cadmi um .......... tn 1 m/ Methoxychlor........ ..... mg/I

Chromium ......... gLTxpee......g/

Lead ....... . .. ....... a mg/I 2 ,4-0D............. '" mg/I

Mercury .......... r nQLm/ 2,4,5-TP Silvex ..... mg/L

Selenium......... -co,5~ mg/I

LABORATORY NUMBER:%

I certify these samples were .continuously In my custo4Alfrmteieofecptlsd
above until the cmpieti of laboratory analyses an~7,* SEP ti13f1esit iseX 7 e SPr itmI

0-25



* I (Beg I n)
E.P. TOXICITY ANALYSIS- I certify these samples were

collected and sealed by me at
Texas Department of Health • / / and re-
BUREAU OF SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT maned in my custody until trans-
Austin, Texas farred to

at m. on //.
SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
TDN Region NO. County _ . _ _ _ __ _ XS~teN~le :%. , :/ (Signature)

S Site Name A'G E A3
TDH Permit/Registration No. k?2Ljp5 I certify these samples were

continuously in my-custody
Sample No. 3 Seal No. from the time of receipt listed

S Osurface Water Sample OROMonitor Well No. above until transferred to at
Coments/arnings_: .m. on / I

5. omp/e ,i hA P x__________
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _(Signature)

I certify these samples were
continuously in my custody

DATES: Sample Collected ( '/2//Ii. from the time of receipt listed
DT :alC d3 above until transferred to

Laboratory Received: SEP 99 3 on - at

Laboratory Reported: SEP 0 9 1983_______________
TDH/BSWN Received: r X X

(Signature)

LABORATORY ANALYSES

I. Heavy Metals II. Pesticides

Arsenic ........... -. mg/L Endrin .............. .zy oL,24, mg/L

Barium ............ /,I. mg/L Lindane ............ . mg/L
Cadknium ........... . .( I mg/L Mtoyhor......gyy v mg/LMethoxychlor ...... ov.c or mg/I"

Chromium .......... o, n ae mg/L Toxaphene ........... < o o0- img/L

Lead .............. . mg/L 294-0 o, P 2 g/L

Mqercury ........... <n/L 2,4,5-TP Silvex ...... < c.qO. mug/I

Selenium .......... o mg/L.
Silver ............ g.r) .e gm/L l.. I

LABORATORY NWIER: d
R-~5 3 .- ,p

I eatIfy these sampies were continuously In my custody from the time of

--S eshana so ."on ""
4Sit e comeiof l bortory aaye nI~ b

D-26 &Wc.ps



i (Beg In)
SPECIAL SAMPLES: ORGANICS & OTHERS I certify these samples were

S"collected and sealed by me at
Texas Department of Health .m.o / / and re-
BUREAU OF SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT 0li-d-Tn my cuist*Z until trans-
Austin, Texas ferred to

at : .. on / '
SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:

TDH Region No. ., County d' 6 - (Signature)

Site Name ,1.3 A' F '..
Permit/Registration NO.___ _________ I certify these samples were

' O continuously In -custody

Sample No. 7C Seal No._ _ __ _ __ _ from the time of recelpt listed

•09.. r... wa- above until transferred to

.Comments/Warnings_ _ _ _ _ _ .m.on /

_ _ _ _ _ __(Signature)

I certify these samples were
continuously in --mycustody

DATES: Sample Collected (o -- ,g 3 from the time of recelpt listed
..r above until transferred toLaboratory Received: . ', " & -__ ___ ___.__._ _ .at

Laboratory Reported.J 
-UN :, __." _.m.. on '__/ _. __,

TDN/BSWM Received: U I8 X
- (Signature)

Analysis Required: LABORATORY ANALYSES 0 U
Priority Pollutants GC-MS Volatile Organics (or TOX)0 ririyou ts -~- LW dons . .4.l*-d wptl- cap

Sample: I full quart/Idter in glaes with ~a o -' 1
teflon or aluminum lid liner. --" -- -

I"

UNUTOMD:535/

I erlfy gIs 6les wee e6"tm ly is wm aeftdy fm the time of reelpt listed
Mr -a" W0 I ems"Ift o %6 metm"

r lX



0(Beg In)
SPECIAL SAMPLES: ORGANI & OTHERS I certify these samples were

S collected and sealed by me ato.. m .. on _/ /..and re-
Texas Department of Health my au an -'BUREAU OF SOLID W/ASTE MANAGEMENT qW ;*4Tn my custom" until trans-

Austin, Texas ferred to
at -- .- . on J...

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:

TON Region No. . County Zzl a 21C, .i X
St t Nam ?F%'s 4FZ ..
TOi Pe -tt/Reglstration No. , I certify these samples were

N ncontinuously in my"custody

J Sample No. &.Ce_ Seal No._ _ __ _._ . from the time of receipt listed

O- .. .. .... ru M. . No._ _ above until transferred to

Comments/Warnings _. m. on 7.

(Signature)

I certify these samples were
continuously In m;y custody

DATS:SaplColete____________________ from the time of receipt listed
DATES: Smple Collected above until transferred to• Laboratory Receive&: 1:2,43 ,, , at

Laboratory Reported: JOIN . R W3n .

TOI/BSWM Received: if 2 98-1 x
(Signature)

LABORATORY ANALYSES
Analysis Required:
* Priority Pollutants GC-MS Volatile Organics (or TOX)

Sample: 1 full quaft/Ziter In glZass vith
teflon or alumina lid le:, and on.

'.* ." . *.

LAsMTORY NUM: 5 3 - .

I ertlfy these samples Ware eetinrusly In my Custody frem the time of reselpt listed

ome util the ompletion of lob terty analyses on

lIVOtvrol . . -- jrj3")S 3



WTIANALYSIS RiMEST:-. Port.1II (Dog In)
-MIDATt .. t. djh 'I certify these samples were

Texas Departwpntof Health t* collected and sealed by me at
BUREAU OF' SOy 6'WASTE MAt4AGEIEN onL//. and re-
Austin, T.eat... maii n my custody until trans-

ferrod to 76ALSAMPLE DESCRIPTION 4. at *a .. on k./j /ff.
TDil Region No. ~ C +Vt 44UEB 9 IIA A

-. Site Namuu ~ r R .,, Ai,0 (Sgntue

Pe st rg i~ on No certify these _ _samles were
sample No...f* Seal No. __________ continuously In my 4ustody
OSurface Water Smle OROMoitor Wll No._____ from the time of receipt listedZ),s.~A~ir~- ~above until transferred to
Canuents/ Warnings___________________ _________________________ at

Z&/k A-2~ 'AAA~A -.0.an 7I 7-.

(Signature)

DATES: Sample Collected: .Z-3I certify these __samples were
Laboator R1ceived:q continuously In my custodyLab raor Rece ved from the time of receipt listed

Laboratory Reported: E above until 'transferred to
T~ti/BSIEI Received: JULo 221at

* ~~~~X________
(Signature)

Mortz: Specify analygsis required

LABORATORY ANALYSIS RESULTS
j5h4eavy Metals OPesticides

Sample Required: I full quart/lYt.: in Sample nequizodt I full quaft/liter
plastic with 3 a! in glass with teflon/
Nitric Acid added AOk" Aluminum 114 liner

Arsenic .......... g gI.E t*.**B9 mg/I
Barim........... 403 Mg/L Lindati... .......... sq/1.

Camu ..... . %.A0 mg/L Methoxychlor .... __._I__ /L
Chromium......... 1.~. mg/I Toaphene.... . Mg/L
Copper ..... ..... . . 091g2400/I

Lead.... .211 .fnl . . .

Manganese ........ A.~ mg/L
M~ercury .......... d .'e~ fWm/

Slver ........... a,.. ZgI 7 "

LABORTORY NtJNSER41

certify thses samples %are cemtntliwly In $yeuto fro th tim of eitl
eb~veua ,l: enelyws on iuI

4A4



, ! ! mow! MI

. .- . . . - . . . - -

(Begin)
*SPECIAL SAMPLES: ORGANIC& OTHERS I certify these samples were

collected and sealed by me at

Texas Department of Health ./ :_ 1P.m. on /0 / and re-
BUREAU OF SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT m-ined-Tn my cust-oi]i until trans-
Austin, Texas ferred to L" 4.4

• ~~at : .m. on ./tlr

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:

TON Region No.____ County kmedo c/A- X _

7" Site Name , m - A FE
TON ermt/Rgisraton o. z o c:-I certify these ___ samples were

TOH Permt/Registration No._ bZ.0o. continuously in my custody

Sample No. 8 Seal No. from the time of receipt listed

SSurface Water Sample ORO14onitor Well No._above until transferred to at

Comments/Warnings LA&C S'Ami' --'m. on /"

X

V ait Aj - ?/,Orwk'/O S 'Jt.)- " (Signature)

I certify these _ samples were
____continuously In my custody
Dpefrom the time of receipt listedS DATES: Sample Collected -- _

above until transferred to

Laboratory Received: at

Laboratory Reported: JUN 1 6 1983 .. m "on

TDHIBSWM Received: .J1? .,193 X __Sg__ture)

LABORATORY ANALYSES
Analysis Required:

E] Priority Pollutants GC-MS Volatile Organics (or TOX)

Sample: 1 full quart/Liter in glaass with Saaple: 2 full 4Oail vils with ZVeCiatl cap

teflon or aluminum lid liner. and teflon septum.

7-l r- r-eT

LABORATORY NUMBER: &063-a-6-

; IC.Vtlfy thin 6"ptl were mtlnei ny I my evst4y from the time of rtopt II t 4

ao 1 ,001t too omapl*tlen of laawrowy aetywee o .J.m w 4

X4



ORGANC~ * (Begin)SPECAL SAPLES ANI OTHERS I certify these samples were
collected and sealed by me at

Texas Department of Health L42 P.m. on 6i AL and re-
BUREAU OF SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT mainedn my cuio" until trans-

Austin, Texas ferred to To& 4
at . on _ .

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:
TDH Region No County L/slte (SLg,, ure)

Site Name e.4 7E A - (signature)

Ti Permit/Registration No. I certify these _ samples were
continuously in my custody

Sample No,7. Seal No. from the time of receipt listed

WSurface Water Sample OROofnitor Well No. above until transferred to at

Comments/Warnings 4 " r &!!E _: , _ M__. on ,_/ •

SSignature)

I certify these samples were
continuously In y custody

DATES: Sample Collected -Z- from the time of receipt listed
above until transferred to

Laboratory Received:_ __ _ _ ,_, _, _ _ at

Laboratory Reported: JUN 1 6 e3 on 7 7

TOI/BSWM Received: X
(Signature)

LABORATORY ANALYSES
Analysis Required:

LI Priority Pollutants GC-MS Volatile Organics (or TOX)

Sample: 1 full quarte/Liter In glass with Sample: 2 full 4ol vials with special cap

teflon or alumdnum lid liner, and teflon septum.

r) -e

LNMOMT. : 4VNf ....

I wti"t 00" t se #) voe i"tsms w Iit I r n u ;r' te ti. of r, ot I .st" ..

46"es weil 0w 0" uplot I*", of 'laws"e~ *00We)? 4" J,



(Beg In)
SPECIAL SAMPLES: ORGAN[ & OTHERS I certify these samples were

collected and sealed by me at

Texas Department of Health :..4 :o .m. on 6 /./asand re-
BUREAU OF SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT mained-Tn my cus'toiy i;n-tli trans-

Austin, Texas ferred to -
at : .m. on / .

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:

TDH Region No. . County -u o /S.. XI___

Sit Nae fcn - gaI certify these __samples were
TD Permtt/Registration No. bZ D :o 9 continuously In '-ycustody

Sample No.____ Seal No. from the time of receipt listed

([Surface Water Sample OROMonitor Well No._above until transferred to at

Conuaents/Warnings _ . _.m.on /.

_____(Signature)

L FI certify these samples were

Z_________/44 ______a__T_______________ continuously In my custody
DATES: Sample Collected "from the time of receipt listed

DAES aml Clece above unti transferred to
Laboratory Received: at

Laboratory Reported:iliN 1 ( 19A3 *f.m.On II.

TDH/BSWM Received: JIM 7 NJ _ _ _
(Signature)

LABORATORY ANALYSES A /I. .

Analysis Required: u
Priority Pollutants GC-MS N Volatile Organics (or TOX)

Sample: 1 full quart/Liter in glass with Sample: 2 full 40l vials with special cap

teflon or aluminum lid liner. and teflon septum.

(p C,/4i

I II _I l I 3 0 I I ,,

,44-e vety4 theJ-y u ampiM -ls f ,reeyPles m

ertlfy these eMpIe war# iNtlmlew't i my =stody from the time of recelpt listed
sho 40il too dwolefi of lakwar4111 awNlytsIes an J_

NX_ _ _____iiii ___II__I__-..... ls-IU

' l~uiun, ll 'T



, SPECIAL SAMPLES: ORGAN ICI& OTHERS I eriy hsesmpe wr
colectd ad sale byme a

Texas DprmnofHealth I~fiem. on 61/I/ anr-
BUREAU OF SOLID WAPSTE MiANAGEMEN4T mained In my cuistor until trans-
Austin, Texas ferred to 7,0# / Z

SAMPLE DECRIPTION:at :.m. on &j/f

TDH Region No. Z- County* 4dE$CA4._

Site, Name g -raya 4dcf6'Snau
TON Permit/Registration No. 6.. ~I certify these __samples wore

continuously In my custody
Sample No..L...... Seal No.____________ from the time of receipt ilited

EIsurface water sample OROMonitor Well No. above until transferred to at
Comments/Warni ngs - .__ on 1 .

, 4 IAI
DAE:SmlI certify these ___ A wj e r

zae R..'sud c continuously In my cuptody
Collcte A--tXfroml the time of receipt listedDATE: Saple olletedabove until transferred to

~' Laboratory Received:_ W,(

Laboratory Reported: JUN 1618 03 _ --- ~{.

TDH/BSWM Received: J01 7 3 _____________
(Signature) ~ a

LABORATORY ANALYSES
Analysis Required:A

0I Priority Pollutants SC-MS ,volatile organics (or TOX) A~

Sample: I1 full quart/Ziter In glZass with Sample, 2 full 40,1 vials with safcd,9~
teflon or aluminum lid liner. and teflon septum. I.'

C~4 3~A

Ale~~~~~~~~ AAI7 ,,11 e.,qe ~ /,E/ i4~&-

v,. L.D iorA.-,rd 3 Av/.

1r~v Ji~y ' m~A it~a- 0*.
LAMW OY KNOM

I 0i'$ ff I ~f#SnJ~tlt j

L st h s r a y .. h I



APPENDIX Z

Inventory of pOL Storage Tanks

on Reese APB



TABLE 9-1. STORAGE TAWKS OF LESS THAN 1000 GALWM CAPACITY

CapaCity
FacUlty Number Product (gal) Description

20 (Caim) Diesel, 600 U
3146 (Co-trans) 250 B
3147 (Comi-rec'?10 250 S
3171 (Gen pit) u275 U
3179 (Uase Ops) 280 U
3110 (Control Tower) 285 U
3153 (NAVAZD Shop) "275 U
3500 WEI Oper) 300 U
3553 ORI Control) 275 U
2001 MHato Treatment)50U
3112 (Gen Plt) 275 v
3122 (VORTAC) 5oo U
3131 (ILS-LOC) "11 U
3133 (ILS-OS) 110 v
3134 (U-Nrker) 110 U
3136 (ILS-0S) 1.10 U
3137 (fLS-UWC) 110 U
3140 (Test Cell) JP-4 500 v
3160 (Mal Mais) J?-4 S"0 U
784-5 (POW) Erone 5*5

4 - surface or abovroumd

SOUCES 2esa 705.

1%z



TABLE E-2. CUMULATIVE FUELS STORAGE CAPACITY

Cumulative Volume (gal)

JP-4

4 Surface tanks ~'10,000 gal. ea. 904,434
1 Surface tank 1,000-10,000 gal. 2,300
1 Underground tank 1,000-10,000 gal. 1,000
2 Underground tanks ': ,000 gal. ea. 1,000
TOTAL VOLUME 907,134

Diesel

2 Underground tanks > 10,000 gal. ea. 24,400
3 Underground tanks 1,000-10,000 gal/es. 5,000
17 Underground tanks c 1,000 gal. s.4,640
2 Surface tanks < 1,000 gal. ea. 500
TOTAL VOLUME 34,540

* MOGAS
5 Underground tanks >10,000 gal. ea. 54,400
4 Underground tanks 1,000-10,000 gal. ea. 12,000

TOTAL VOLUME6,0

j Kerosene
1 Underground tank < 1,000 gal. 585
TOTAL VOLUME 585

Inactive Storagek Tanks

4 Underground taks* >10,000 gal. *s. 99,960
TOTAL VOLUME 99,960

*Those tanks are "pickled", I.e., filled with preservative solution; prior
to epprozlsately 1977, they contained NOGAS.



TABLE E-3. STORAGE TANKS OF 10,000 GALLONS OR GREATER CAPACITY

Capacity b Date
Facility Number Product (gal) Description Installedc

783-13 (POL) Inactivea  24,990 U, R, w 1942

783-14 (POL) Inactive 24,990 U, H, V 1942

783-15 (POL) Inactive 24,990 U, H, w 1942

783-16 (POL) Inactive 24,990 U, H, w 1942

784-1 (POL) Diesel 12,200 U, H, V 1952

784-2 (POL) Diesel 12,200 U, H, w 1952

784-3 (POL) MOGAS 12,200 U, H, w 1952

784-4 (POL) MOGAS 12,200 U, H, V 1952

791 (POL) JP-4 100,706 SD, Nx, W 1942

792 (POL) JP-4 87,700 SD, Fi, W 1942

794 (POL) JP-4 87,700 SD, FX, V 1955

795 (POL) JP-4 628,328 SD, Fl, W 1960

450 (BX Svc MOGAS 10,000 U N/A

Stu)

450 MOGAS 10,000 U N/A

450 MOGAS 10,000 U N/A

a Filled with preservative solution.

b U - underground

H - horixontal cylinder
V - welded steel
S - surface or above ground
D - diked
lz - fixed roof
rl - float"$ roof

Most mell and amdim capecity tass are less tha 20 years old

(personal commnicatiou with Capt. ame Smith).

SOt9,: TAR A-I, Rees ?la 705.

e
, . .. .i ,i . . . , i i ii i i i ii 8 II 3 - ,J J |



TABLE E-4. STORAGE TANKS OF 1000-10,000 GALLONS CAPACITY

Capacity
Facility Product (gal) Description

1173 (LOX storage) LOX 5000 S

1173 LOX 2000 S

1300 (hospital) Diesel 3000 U

3170 (fire training) jF-4 2300 S

3181 (pump station) Diesel 1000 U

3141 (veh. fl. stn.) MOGAS 1000 U

3141 (veh. fl1. stn.) JP-4 1000 U

3142 (veh. fl1. stn.) MOGAS 5000 U

3142 (veh. fl. stn.) MOGAS 5000 U

Terry Co. Ax. Fid. 14OGAS 1000 U

Terry Co. Aux. Fid.) Diesel 1000 U

U - ungerground

S - surface or abovegroutnd.

SOURCE: Reese Plan 705.

z-



APPENDIX F

Inventory of Hazardous Materials

on Reese APB
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PESTICIDES USED BY ENTOMLOGY SHOP, REESE AID

Tr ade Name Quantity used/yr.

Avitrol =al

Bait Block 15 lb.

Balan

Baygan Powder 10 lb.

Chiorodane 50?

Cythion 10 gal.

D-Phenothrin 48 case

Daconil 2787 a gal.
Dacthal V-5O so lb.

Dacthal W-75 20 lb.

Daichal 20 "a1.

Diazinon 2D 10 lb.

Diaminon 41 20 gl
Doorera Il$ml.

Dowpon K 300 lb.

Durban 43 5 "1.

Durshan Fog 73 gal.

G3 1102 10 lb.

Kraugi (Cd salt) SW b.

malathlem1W

Natbyl Bromide

4Wlb.
m1 moth crstals 4 lb.

Naultol 511s 30 lb.

Ispellaut 72 am*a

hv-LMa W~b

.147



PESTICIDES USED BY ENTGIOGY SROP, REESE AFB

(Continued)

Trade Nam Quantity used/yr.

Super Dal-E-Rad Calar
Talon

Tenocil

Tersan SP
Trex-son 1 gal.
Tuperson 4?
Warfarin 15 lb.

Wasp freeze 24 caos
2,4D Amine 20 gal.

*Data not available.



HAZARDOUS MATERIALS USED BY USAF HOSPITAL, REESE Aln

Substance Nae Quantity Used/yr.

Pro Fix Aerosol Cytology Fixative 106 oz.

CANCO Quick Stain 64 oz.

Isopropyl Alcohol 115 gal.

Acetone ACS; 4 piate

Methanol ACS 7 pints

Sulfuric Acts 1 pint

Silver Alloy Mercury Capsules 3000 capsules
Silver Alloy Powder Mercury 1500 Capsules
Capsules

4A
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GLOSSARY

List of Acoyms, Abbreviat ions, and Symbols Used in the Text

ADC Air Defense Command

AID Air force Bass

APCC Air Force Communications Comanmd

AFESC Air Force Engineering and Services Center

AG Above ground

AGE Aerospace Ground Equipment

AVGAS Aviation Gasoline

BG Below ground

CAMS Consolidated Aircraft Maintenance Squadron

CE Civil Engineering

CERCLA Comprehensive Enviroental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act-
' COD Chemical Oxygen Demand
DEQPPM Defense Environmental Quality Program Policy Memorandum

DoD Department of Defense

DPDO Defense Property Disposal Office

EPA Environmental Protection Agency
0 F Degrees Fahrenheit

gal/yr Gallons per year

GC/IfS Gas Chromatographby/Mass Spectrometry

HAIM Hazard Assessment Rating Methodology

lap Installat ion Restoration Program

JP-4 Jet fuel used by Air Force

MK Methyl. Ethyl Ketone

MINK Methyl I'sobtatyl Ketone

NOG&S Motor alime

VDWe-etecie Ispection

30. Numer

PAN Polywuelear Axemtle Ryreuarb
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PCIs Polychlorinated Biphenyls

POL Petroleum, Oil, and Lubricants

pp. Parts per million

RAPE Reese Air Force Base

RCRA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

RUR Repair and Reclamation

TCE Trichioroethylene

TNW Tactical Fighter Wing

USAF United States Air Force

1ITP Water Treatment Plant

WWTP Wast ewater Treatment Plant

AQUIFER - A geologic formation, or group of formations, that contains suffi-

cient saturated permeable material to conduct ground vater to yield economi-

cally significant quantities of ground water to wells and springs.

DISCHARGE - The process Involved in the draining or seepage of fluid out of
a lake, pipe, ground-water aquifer or steilar fluid containing structure.

FRENCH DRAIN - An underground passage for water consisting of loose stones

covered with dirt.

GROUND WATIR - All subsurface water, especially that part that is in the

some of saturation.

HAZARDOUS WAST& - A solid waste which because of Its quantity, concentra-

tion, or physical, chiscal or infectious characteristicesmay-

(A) cause, or significantly contribute to anincrease in

mortality or an Increase In serious irreversible or
iacecItai.t reveraible, illuess; or

(2) pose a subtatial present or potential hasard to
bom health at the emviresnt when Improperly

4 Crested. stored, transported of disposed of, or
'.4 eberise zMss.
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LEACHATE - A solution resulting from the separation or dissolving of soluble

or particulate constituents from solid waste or other man-placed medium by

percolation of water.

LEACHING - The process by which soluble materials in the soil, such as nu-

trients, pesticide chemicals or contaminants, are washed into a lower layer
of soil or are dissolved and carried away by water.

LINER - A continuous layer of natural or man-made materials beneath or on

the sides of a surface impoundment, landfill, or landfill cell which res-

tricts the dovwnard or lateral escape of hazardous waste, hazardous waste

constituents or leachate.

MAGNESOL - Trademark for a synthetic adsorptive magnesium silicate used for

solvent purification, clarification, and recovery.

METHYL ETHYL KETONE - An organic chemical used as a solvent in cements and

adhesives.

METHYL ISOBUTYL KETOHE - An organic chemical used as a solvent in paints,

varnishes, and lacquers.

MIGRATION (Contaminant) - The movement of contaminants through pathways

(ground water, surface water, soil, and air).

NET PRECIPITATION - Mean aunual precipitation minus mean annual evapotrans-

piration.

OIL/WATER SEPARATOR - A man-made facility designed to separate by gravity

liquids of differing densities; typically to skI oil or grease from a

water surface.

0-3



PCB (Polychlorinated Biphenyl) - A chemically and thermally stable toxic

organic compound that, when introduced into the environment, persists for

long periods of time, is not readily biodegradable, and is biologically

accumulative.

PD-680 - A petroleum distillate used as a safety cleaning solvent. Two

types of PD-680 solvent have been used; Type I, having a flashpoint of 100 F,

and Type II, having a flashpoint of 140*F.

PERCHED GROUND WATER - Unconfined ground water separated from an underlying

regional ground-water table.

PERMEAILITY - The capacity of a porous rock, sediment, or soil for trans-

mitting a fluid without impairment of the structure of the medium; it is a

measure of the relative ease of fluid flow under unequal pressure.

PLAYA - A dry, vegetation-free, flat area at the lowest part of an undrained

basin, underlain by stratified clay, silt, or sand and commonly by soluble

salts.

PLAYA LAKE - A shallow, intermittent lake, covering or occupying a playa

In the wet season.

POLYNUCLEAR AROMATIC HYDROCARBON - A molecule consisting of two or more ad-

joining hydrocarbon ring molecules.

1,2-PROPADIOL (1,2-Propylene glycol) - A stable, colorless, viscous, hygro-

scopic liquid that is miscible with water, alcohol, and many organic solvents.

It is used In organic synthesis and a a solvent and preservative In foods.

1,3-POPARDIOL (1,3-propylens glycol) - A colorless, odorless, combustible

liquid of low toxicity. Soluble in water, alcohol, and ether, it is used as

an intermediate, primarily for polyesters.



RECHARGE -The process involved in the addition or replenishment of water

to a ground-water aquifer by natural or artificial processes.

SURACE WATER - All water exposed at the ground surface; including streams,

rivers, ponds, and lakes.

WATER TABLE -The upper limit of the portion of the ground wholly saturated

with water.
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Photograph of rubble are (9-9), mortheat corner of parking apron.
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Photograph of active sludge spreading area at
Sewage Lake, view to the vest.
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Photograph of Industrial Lake, view to the north.
Sewage Lake in f oreground.

Photograph of dralama area mear active fit*-trafting area.
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Photograph of active cell ac Southwest Landf ill (D-1).

Photogrp of Southvt sAodf ill (D-1).
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Photogrsph of Industrial Lake (SI-i).

Ph~togrspb of storage tmas VIS to the wet.
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Photograph of suspectSd Freach drain,
vicinity of CR Paint Shop (SF-4).



K APPENDIX K

LiLst of Chemicals Analyzed by

EPA mlethods 601, 602, 624, 625



Ab

TABLE 1-4. PRIORITY POLLUTANT ORGANICS (624/625)
(Gas Chromatography/Masa Spectroscopy)

Volatiles (624) Saoe/Neutral (625)
1V Ac-rolain 13 Acesephthe
27 Acrylonicrile 23 Acenaphthyle
37 lessen 35 Authracene
47 bis(Choromethyl) ether 45 lenaldine
57 Ircesfota 51 Benso~auathracese
6V Carbon tetrachloride 65 senso(&)Pyrene
TV7 Chlorobenzene 73 3,4-Ienaofluoranthene
8V Chlorodlbroinethen. 83 Benao(thi)perylene
9V Chloroethans 93 Deao~kfluoranthene
10V 2-Chloroothylvftyl other 105 bis(2-Chloroethoxy)uethane
11V Chloroform 113 bis(2-Chloroothyl)other
12V Dichlorobromomthane 125 bi.(2--Chlorolsopropyl)ethor
13V Dichlorodiflouwomethame 133 We (2-Zthylhezyl)phth&late
14V7 1, 1-Dichloroethans 145 4-Broinaphenyl phenyl ether
15V 1,2-Dichloroethsne 135 Butylbenzyl phthelato
16V 1 ,1-Dichloroothyleme 163 2-Choranapbthalone
177 1 ,2-Dichloropropa 173 4-Chlorapheuyl phenyl ether
187 1.2-Dichloropropylene 1ag chrysene
197 gthylbenzene 195 01bouso(ahmanthree
207 Mthyl bromlde 203 1,2-ftchlorobawene
217 Mthyl chloride 213 1,3-9ichlorobeaexns
227 Kethylene chloride 223 1 ,4-Dichlorobensen
237 1,1,2 ,2-Tetrachlorothme 235 3,30-ichlorobenzldine
247 Tetrachloroothylene 245 Disthylphthalae
25V Toluene 2519 Hmthyx Phthalate
267 1, 2-trans-Dichleroothyleue 253 DI-2-btstyl phthalato
277 1,1,1-Trichloroothans 275 2,4-ODitrotolue
287 1,1, 2-Tetchlotreehame 285 2, 6m.Dftjtrotolumm
29V Trichloothyleme 293 dI--odtyl phtbalate
307 Tuichlorofluoroethase 3011 I,2-Diphenyhydraslae (as
317 Vinyl chloride a=usosee)

313 flinrenthes
Aim~~~32 922Pl62)i um..

j.~igjm~, (23)335 Uoeehlorobensse
IA 2-Chlomopboml 348 eueb.ouadise
UA 2 ,4-OichJorpbem.1 M5 UeNozchlroayeloeuai
3A 2 ,4-Otamthylpbein 345a U bclorurhee
4A 4.4la~tro--ceeel 373 ?w(, 2.3-ed)Pywes
$A 1,4-Rutttw sl .hrm
"A lmalophee"t
IA 44IrpbeIS Ueba

MON4.."ma. 4330 sem~hla
9A Peeh.~u~ 8 ~~beIswg)na



Tauj 1-5. VOLATILE AROPATIC COMNS (602)
(Gas Chromatography)

Beneasne ,2-Dichlorobae

Toluene 1,3-DichlorobaseO

Ethyl Amso I.4-Dichlorobousens

TU=L 1-6. VOLa=ZL U=CUOM =MNS (601)
(Gas Chrowatography)

Chlormwthane 1, 2-icbloropropane

aro omhano trans-i ,3-Dichloropropene

Vinyl Chloride* Trichiloroethens

Chloroethaae Otbromichlorowthane

Nthylene Chloride 1,1, 2-Tuichloroethaae

Trichiorofleremsthmfe CIS1, 34tclropr@poef

1, l-vichlorootheme 2-ft1@tmthylvinyl Ether

1, 1-tchloroethine bromf or
tiome-I, 2-Diobloroethese 1.1.2 ,2-Tetvwhloroetban

Chiovof or Totrachloroethylene

1,2-Dichlotoebae Chloraoues

1., -?rlchloroebine 1, 3-Rdlclraoese

4'4
"Ji-~

~4-A,:




